NATURE & ERGONOMICS

HEMP
THE TEXTILE OF THE FUTURE

dormiente
THE GREEN WAY TO SLEEP

THE NATURAL MATTRESS MANUFACTURER
Dear friends of healthy sleep,
You may be surprised to see the eye-catching image of a plant, that has somewhat acquired a bad name, on the cover of this catalogue. However, to put the hemp plant in the forefront has good reason: once again we are taking our mission to create sustainable & healthy sleep for over 30 years one step further. For 2 years now we have been studying this plant and are convinced that hemp will be the fibre of the future. In January 2019, as part of our mattress range NATUR PUR (please see www.dormiente.com), we launched a 100% natural latex mattress with a core made from hemp. A world first. In 2020 we are complementing our hemp offering by introducing premium-quality mattress covers with hemp fleece for a healthy micro-climate during sleep, easy hemp duvets and 100% hemp bed linen. Everything 100% organic and strictly tested for chemical residues as you have come to expect from us.

Textiles made from hemp are temperature-balancing and absorb considerably more moisture than cotton. Which is why when we use hemp we can create an outstandingly balanced and healthy micro-climate in your bed. This is true even for people who perspire easily. Hemp is anti-static and helps to create a sleep environment free of electric interferences. The durability of hemp textiles is beyond question: hemp is deemed the most sturdy natural fibre in the world.

Hemp trumps cotton also from an ecological perspective. To grow hemp requires a lot less water than cotton. Hemp doesn’t require pesticides as it contains elements (cannabinoids) that protect the plant from pest infestation. Unlike any other plant, the impressive growth rate and the durability of the hemp plant guarantees a long retention and storage of CO2 from the atmosphere.

All of our hemp products are very smooth and supple, are comfortable on the skin and contribute to a cozy atmosphere in the bedroom. With our very own way of working with hemp fibres and creating products for healthy sleep we have advanced further in assuming responsibility for your recuperating and natural sleep. Now into bed, under the covers and good night!

Yours Dr. Rüdiger Plänker

As an agricultural crop hemp can be traced back to 7,000 BC and is proven to be the plant first made into woven cloth. As the sturdiest plant in existence the Phoenicians, approx 1,000 BC, used it to make sails and ropes. Since then, and up to the second half of last century, hemp was the most popular crop in cultivation. The first president of the United States, George Washington, instructed his estate manager to grow hemp on a large scale. In 1619 the first marihuana law was introduced which stipulated the cultivation of hemp. Those who did not comply often faced fines or prison. Such was the importance assigned to hemp that it was deemed a capital offence to export the crop.

HEMP AS PAPER AND PRINTING BASE

The paper used by Gutenberg in 1455 for the first printed bible, as well as Luther’s paper used in 1517 for his 95 theses - all made from hemp. In terms of quality, paper made from hemp is far superior to paper made from wood because it is much more durable. Benjamin Franklin, also one of the US presidents, established the first factories making paper from hemp.

From an ecological perspective too, it would be a matter of urgency to go back to hemp for the production of paper. The yield per field is 5 times higher for hemp and we would not needlessly have to continue to deforest our wooded areas. OUR FORESTS WILL BE GRATEFUL TO US!

HEMP AS FOOD

To fight famine Charlemagne, in the year 800, ordered his subjects to grow hemp. This is because the sturdy, many-meter high stalks of the hemp plant survived even the most severe weather. The seeds were not only used to make oil for lamps but also highly prized as valuable food stuff. Today we know that hempseeds contain all essential fatty acids. Additionally, hempseeds are the only food stuff to contain gamma linolenic acid, otherwise only found in human breast milk. Pre-mature early weaning is nowadays often associated with the development of neurodermatitis and psoriasis. Reports suggest that taking hempseed oil internally or applying it to affected areas can heal these skin conditions.

HEMP AS CURRENCY

Already in the year 800, under the rule of Charlemagne, farmers were allowed to settle their taxes in hempseeds. Between 1631 and the early 1800’s cannabis was considered legal tender in large parts of North America. Already prior to this, mechanical cotton processing and the growing power and influence of the ‘cotton barons’ became more and more prevalent, resulting in an ever decreasing importance of the cultivation of hemp.

Because of the ecological responsibility we carry for the survival of our planet it is vitally important to reintroduce hemp into our everyday life. Help us, join the cause!

Yours
Rüdiger Plänker

HEMP AS INSULATION

Particularly its durability and the fact that it does not go mouldy when wet made hemp an indispensable insulating material for plumbers and heating engineers. Today the residues of the fibrous part of the plant’s stem, that is left over in textile production, is used to make high quality insulation material.

THE HISTORIC ‘DEATH’ OF HEMP

Until its cultivation was banned in the US in 1938 and after WW II in Europe, almost all textiles in all cultures were made from hemp. Already prior to this, mechanical cotton processing and the growing power and influence of the ‘cotton barons’ became more and more prevalent, resulting in an ever decreasing importance of the cultivation of hemp.

It seems the legal ban of hemp cultivation served mainly the economic interests of the cotton, lumber and pharmaceutical industries. After the prohibition of alcohol failed in the 1920’s, 8,000 civil servants, police men and law enforcement officers found themselves unemployed. The US government set up its drug squad, the ‘Federal Bureau of Narcotics’, specifically to help in the fight against hemp which started in earnest in 1937. This move finally sealed the decline of the hemp plant.

Because of the ecological responsibility we carry for the survival of our planet it is vitally important to reintroduce hemp into our everyday life. Help us, join the cause!

Yours
Rüdiger Plänker

Hemp as an intoxicant

The psycho-active effects of hemp (even Schiller and Goethe smoked joints!) have been used for thousands of years. Its medicinal use has even been described in humankind’s oldest surviving pharmacopoeia, the Chinese ‘Pen Tsaa’, from the year 2737 BC. Until the end of the 19th century medicines based on cannabis were the most widely sold products in pharmacies in the US and Europe.


... AND WHAT WE MAKE OF IT

NATURAL LATEX MATTRESS
NATURPUR Hemp
(please see your local dormiente NATURPUR stockist for more information)

ORGANIC BED LINE
HEMP from page 94

NATURAL DUVET
HEMP from page 82

WORLD FIRST!

MATTRESS COVERS
HEMP DRILL
HEMP JERSEY
from page 34

WB1 with quilted INNER COVER HEMP
WB2 with quilted INNER COVER HEMP
from page 24

HEMP: A THOUSAND YEARS OF HISTORY & REDISCOVERY FOR TODAY

HEMP
CANNABIS SATIVA

HEMP CANVAS

HEMP INSIDE
WELL RESTED
WHAT BLISS, IF YOU CAN TRULY CLAIM TO BE WELL RESTED IN THE MORNING!
TO MAKE THIS HAPPEN YOU SIMPLY NEED THE RIGHT NATURAL LATEX MATTRESS.
BECAUSE NATURAL LATEX MATTRESSES ARE PARTICULARLY GOOD AT SUPPORTING YOUR BODY
IN WAYS THAT ALLOW YOUR SPINE TO RECUPERATE AND REGENERATE ITSELF.

IT HAS BEEN SHOWN
The IGR (Association of Back Posture Trainers) recommends our natural latex mattresses
NATURAL CLASSIC ORTHOFORM FEMALE and MALE in conjunction with our patented
slatted base PHYSIOFORM as an ERGONOMICALLY EFFECTIVE product to help with the
REGENERATION OF THE SPINE.

Equally persuasive is also the test result of the LGA (a German Technical Control Board):
99 OUT OF 100 POSSIBLE POINTS awarded to the ORTHOFORM FEMALE
and MALE (tested in size 90x200cm with standard cover OPTION 4).
FEELING COMFORTABLE

FREEZING OR SWEATING IN BED IS SO YESTERDAY. LOOK FORWARD TO A COSY BED WITH A HEALTHY MICRO-CLIMATE. OUR NATURAL MATERIALS ARE EXCELLENT AT CREATING JUST THAT.

INTERESTING TO KNOW

While sleeping we lose up to 750ml of moisture predominantly as steam. Pure natural materials such as organic wool and organic cotton are capable of absorbing this steam and isolating it. When airing textiles the next morning the moisture is released back into the environment. An unbeatable benefit of natural materials as opposed to filling materials made from polyester or polyamide fibres.

We use certified ORGANIC COTTON (kbA) and certified ORGANIC WOOL (ktT).
SIMPLY SWITCH OFF
IDEALLY WITH OUR NATURAL LATEX MATTRESSES — FREE FROM METAL SPRINGS. WAVE ELECTRO-SMOG GOODBYE.

BY THE WAY
If you’d like to know more about the effects of electro-smog on sleep we recommend you have a look at the book ‘Stress through Electricity and Radiation’ by Wolfgang Maes or simply visit us at www.dormiente.com
TOMORROW WILL BE A GOOD DAY!
PARTICULARLY FOR YOUR CHILDREN! TREATING OUR NATURAL RESOURCES WITH RESPECT AND USING RENEWABLE RAW MATERIALS IS CERTAIN TO CONTRIBUTE TO A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP.

ON SITE
We regularly visit our suppliers to check up on their farming methods and working conditions. Here you see Dr. Plänker with Dedano harvesting latex on the latex plantation of our Sri Lankan supplier.

HEALTH AND SUSTAINABILITY

Energy required for producing natural latex compared to synthetic latex and cold foam. Source: Rubber Developments, Vol 47, no 3/4
THERE ARE FEW THINGS IN LIFE YOU ARE AS CLOSE TO AS TO YOUR MATTRESS. IT MAKES SENSE THEREFORE TO ENSURE THAT YOUR MATTRESS IS FREE FROM CHEMICAL RESIDUES OR ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANTS.

IT GOES WITHOUT SAYING...
that you can always read up on the results of the tests conducted on the raw materials used in our mattresses by visiting www.dormiente.com

NATURAL MATERIALS
AND CONTROLLED QUALITY

Certified and tested according to QUL standards

Our cotton and wool fleeces come from GOTS certified suppliers.
For the mattress covers (apart from the upholstery fabrics) we use fabrics made from GOTS certified organic cotton.
NATURAL MATERIALS

NATURAL LATEX Hevea Brasiliensis

An elaborate and sophisticated process turns the milky sap of the tropical caoutchouc tree into what we know as natural latex. Because of its unsurpassed all-point elasticity products such as natural latex mattresses, toppers or pillows respond exactly in the areas where pressure is exerted and — when you change position during sleep — gently spring back into their original shape. No synthetic material shares this quality therefore no synthetic material has a comparable beneficial effect on the regeneration of your discs. Additionally, the modern ‘taking’ processes used in latex production create an open-pore structure which allows for excellent air exchange. We do not know of another raw material that comes even close to creating a similar healthy foundation for orthopaedic correct sleep. Besides natural latex’ excellent energy record this renewable raw material has an additional sustainability bonus: its high all-point elasticity is long lasting therefore making natural latex products very durable. The quality seal GOLS guarantees the use of only 100% natural latex and adherence to strict quality criteria with regards to the environmental impact of natural latex mattresses.

FINEST PURE NEW WOOL FROM CERTIFIED ORGANIC HUSBANDRY

Pure new wool is unique in its temperature and moisture regulating abilities. Its specific structure protects the sheep from too much heat and too much cold. This excellent quality of wool also helps to balance the micro-climate in your bed — in summer as in winter. We only use 100% pure new wool from organic husbandry certified under the GOTS scheme. This wool comes from sheep that are raised under high welfare standards and only receive organic feed, but there is yet more to this wool. Organic wool has a very fine, curly texture and fluffy volume. This creates air cushions which help retain body warmth in the winter without trapping heat. Wool can retain up to 30% of its weight in moisture without feeling wet. Wool also does quickly which is important for a healthy dry and warm microclimate in bed. Due to the natural woolen content wool has the capacity to clean and regenerate itself which makes it much easier to care for than is generally assumed. Frequent airing of wool products is usually sufficient. We offer mattresses covers for all our ranges that are quilted with organic wool. Unless there are personal preferences (such as an allergy to animal hair) that speak against it, we recommend wool as the material of choice.

PURE COTTON Gossypium

Harvested from the fruit capsules of the cotton shrub, cotton is a skin-friendly, soft and hardwearing natural fibre. Breathable and moisture balancing cotton can absorb up to a fourth of its weight in humidity, without feeling damp. Compared to wool, its warmth capabilities are only average which is why cotton is ideal for use in warmer temperatures. For our mattress covers we exclusively use cotton from certified organic agriculture. By avoiding pesticides and other agricultural chemicals the skin-friendly qualities of cotton are enhanced. Cotton is a material that is perceived as very pleasant on the skin even by people who are very sensitive. We source cotton from GOTS certified suppliers.

PRECIOUS HORSEHAIR (IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPROVED INDUSTRY STANDARD 80% MANE, 20% TAIL)

Formerly a traditional filling and upholstery material we use horsehair because of its durable elasticity to fine-tune the degree of firmness in our natural mattresses. The hygroscopic nature of horsehair — meaning it is excellent at transporting moisture — helps create a dry and warm micro-climate to sleep in. Particularly recommended for people who perspire easily.

KAPOK Ceiba Pentandra

Kapok fibres are harvested from the fruit capsules of the wild-growing, tropical kapok tree. Kapok fibres are one of the lightest fibres that exist in nature. Due to its silky feel and sheer kapok is often referred to as plant down. Because of its composition and structure — 64% cellulose and semi-cellulose and an air gap in the centre of the fibre — this hollow fibre has excellent breathability and insulating properties. A light natural wax coating of the fibre also means that kapok is water-repellent and doesn’t clump when exposed to moisture. It has today not been scientifically verified that products made with kapok are completely immune to dust mite infestation. There are, however, references in journals as to the dust-mite inhibiting properties of this fibre. This is why, for all our mattress ranges you will find at least one cover that contains kapok. Warming in winter and cooling in summer kapok is the ideal alternative for people who have an animal hair allergy.

TENCEL® (BRAND NAME OF THE LYOCELL FIBRE)

In everyday speak often mistakenly referred to as a ‘synthetic fibre’. As opposed to proper synthetic fibres — which are made from raw materials such as crude oil — Tencel® is made from the natural raw material cellulose. In turn, cellulose is derived through an elaborate process from wood grown in sustainable forestry. For its closed-loop, environmentally processing the company Lenzing has been awarded the ‘European Award for the Environment’ by the EU. The smooth and highly stable structure of the fibre together with its excellent capacity to absorb moisture has helped Tencel® become a success story within the textile industry in the last few years. In its ability to absorb moisture in gas form (i.e. steam) it is far superior to synthetic materials. Tencel® is best at retaining warmth than cotton while still being temperature balancing. This makes it a perfect alternative for people suffering from allergies. This is why we like to use Tencel® in our washable mattress covers and our quilted inner cover for allergy sufferers.

LATEX COATED COIR Coir, i.e. coconut fibres, that is coated in natural latex sap is a perfect upholstery material: long term elastic and keeping its shape while also moisture-resistant, breathable and very durable. For these reasons we use it to make our children and youth mattresses firm and responsive, to add firmness to adult mattresses and — in conjunction with natural latex — as an upholstery material for our divan beds and sleep sofas.

HEMP Cannabis Sativa

Hemp is by far one of the most productive renewable raw materials on this planet. Due to its rapid growth (up to 5 metres in 3 months) hemp does not require any herbicides. Conabinoide, which naturally occur in the plant, prevent pest infestation and therefore render the need for potentially harmful pesticides obsolete. Hemp requires very little water to grow and every single part of the plant can be utilised. We have re-discovered hemp for the bedroom and use it together with natural latex - to manufacture innovative mattresses. We use its soothing and comforting texture when turned into cloth to make covers and bed linen.

Our cotton and wool fleeces come from GOTS certified suppliers. For the mattress covers (apart from the upholstery fabrics) we use fabrics made from GOTS certified organic cotton.

For our shaped pillows and baby mattresses we use exclusively natural latex certified to GOLS standard.

For our products we use exclusively natural latex, cotton and wool certified to GOLS standard.

Kapok fibres are harvested from the fruit capsules of the wild-growing, tropical kapok tree. Kapok fibres are one of the lightest fibres that exist in nature. Due to its silky feel and sheer kapok is often referred to as plant down. Because of its composition and structure — 64% cellulose and semi-cellulose and an air gap in the centre of the fibre — this hollow fibre has excellent breathability and insulating properties. A light natural wax coating of the fibre also means that kapok is water-repellent and doesn’t clump when exposed to moisture. It has today not been scientifically verified that products made with kapok are completely immune to dust mite infestation. There are, however, references in journals as to the dust-mite inhibiting properties of this fibre. This is why, for all our mattress ranges you will find at least one cover that contains kapok. Warming in winter and cooling in summer kapok is the ideal alternative for people who have an animal hair allergy.

In everyday speak often mistakenly referred to as a ‘synthetic fibre’. As opposed to proper synthetic fibres — which are made from raw materials such as crude oil — Tencel® is made from the natural raw material cellulose. In turn, cellulose is derived through an elaborate process from wood grown in sustainable forestry. For its closed-loop, environmentally processing the company Lenzing has been awarded the ‘European Award for the Environment’ by the EU. The smooth and highly stable structure of the fibre together with its excellent capacity to absorb moisture has helped Tencel® become a success story within the textile industry in the last few years. In its ability to absorb moisture in gas form (i.e. steam) it is far superior to synthetic materials. Tencel® is best at retaining warmth than cotton while still being temperature balancing. This makes it a perfect alternative for people suffering from allergies. This is why we like to use Tencel® in our washable mattress covers and our quilted inner cover for allergy sufferers.

Hemp is by far one of the most productive renewable raw materials on this planet. Due to its rapid growth (up to 5 metres in 3 months) hemp does not require any herbicides. Conabinoide, which naturally occur in the plant, prevent pest infestation and therefore render the need for potentially harmful pesticides obsolete. Hemp requires very little water to grow and every single part of the plant can be utilised. We have re-discovered hemp for the bedroom and use it together with natural latex - to manufacture innovative mattresses. We use its soothing and comforting texture when turned into cloth to make covers and bed linen.

For our products we use exclusively natural latex, cotton and wool certified to GOLS standard.

For our shaped pillows and baby mattresses we use exclusively natural latex certified to GOLS standard.

Our cotton and wool fleeces come from GOTS certified suppliers. For the mattress covers (apart from the upholstery fabrics) we use fabrics made from GOTS certified organic cotton.

For our products we use exclusively natural latex, cotton and wool certified to GOLS standard.

For our shaped pillows and baby mattresses we use exclusively natural latex certified to GOLS standard.

Our cotton and wool fleeces come from GOTS certified suppliers. For the mattress covers (apart from the upholstery fabrics) we use fabrics made from GOTS certified organic cotton.

For our products we use exclusively natural latex, cotton and wool certified to GOLS standard.

For our shaped pillows and baby mattresses we use exclusively natural latex certified to GOLS standard.

Our cotton and wool fleeces come from GOTS certified suppliers. For the mattress covers (apart from the upholstery fabrics) we use fabrics made from GOTS certified organic cotton.

For our products we use exclusively natural latex, cotton and wool certified to GOLS standard.

For our shaped pillows and baby mattresses we use exclusively natural latex certified to GOLS standard.

Our cotton and wool fleeces come from GOTS certified suppliers. For the mattress covers (apart from the upholstery fabrics) we use fabrics made from GOTS certified organic cotton.

For our products we use exclusively natural latex, cotton and wool certified to GOLS standard.

For our shaped pillows and baby mattresses we use exclusively natural latex certified to GOLS standard.

Our cotton and wool fleeces come from GOTS certified suppliers. For the mattress covers (apart from the upholstery fabrics) we use fabrics made from GOTS certified organic cotton.
NATURE IS UNIQUE.
AND SO ARE MEN AND WOMEN! WE ALLOW FOR THIS FACT BY MAKING MATTRESSES WITH DIFFERENT SURFACE PROFILES. THIS WAY THE MATTRESSES CAN ALWAYS OPTIMALLY FOLLOW THE CONTOURS OF THE BODY.

THE DORMIENTE PARTNER SOLUTION
TWO MATTRESSES WITHOUT THE NAGGING CENTRAL GAP

WE MAKE TWO MATTRESSES INTO ONE SO THAT YOU CAN SLEEP SOUNDLY NEXT TO EACH OTHER. OUR OPTIONAL PARTNER SOLUTION UNITES TWO SEPARATE CORES OF EQUAL HEIGHT IN ONE MATTRESS COVER — WITHOUT THE DREADED GAP RUNNING DOWN THE MIDDLE.
WE’VE MADE IT EASY FOR YOU.

REMOVE IT.
WASH IT.
PUT IT BACK ON.

THE WASHABLE COVERS WITH INNER COVERS OF YOUR CHOICE.

1. THE OUTER COVER

WASHABLE COVERS

1. THE WASHABLE OUTER COVER

SIMPLE AND PRACTICAL
Because of its wrap-around zipper it is easy to remove the elastic outer cover and put it back on. Underneath you will find the quilted inner cover which is responsible for the healthy, balanced micro-climate in your bed.

Of course you can get the washable outer covers in all of our comfort mattress ranges. Look out for this symbol:

2. THE QUILTED INNER COVER

FOUR MATERIALS TO SELECT FROM – FOR THE PERFECT MICRO-CLIMATE IN BED
You can choose from 4 different inner covers. All 4 are quilted into 100% cotton jersey and feature a zipper. They can be removed and dry-cleaned.

1. QUILTED INNER COVER HF from HEMP

100% Hemp approx. 500g/m², quilted on both sides into 100% cotton jersey fabric approx. 80g/m²
BENEFITS OF HEMP QUILTING
+ neutralises odours
+ superb ability to absorb moisture

Hemp is the ideal fibre for a healthy micro-climate in bed. It absorbs considerably more moisture than cotton and is also able to release it much quicker. This resistance to moisture - due to the fibres’ delayed microbial decomposition - has been known for centuries and has been utilised in the production of sails, ropes and insulation. Because of its anti-bacterial and anti-fungal properties hemp is well suited for allergy sufferers, as it is not susceptible to harbour mould. Another plus for bed hygiene: due to its anti-bacterial properties odours are less likely to develop in the first place.

2. QUILTED INNER COVER BW from pure COTTON

100% organic cotton approx. 500g/m², quilted on both sides into 100% cotton jersey fabric approx. 80g/m²
BENEFITS OF THE COTTON QUILTING
+ Ideal for people suffering from dust-mite or animal hair allergies
+ Pure plant fibres

Being a pure plant fibre cotton is particularly suitable for people suffering from dust-mite allergies. Dust-mites, among other things, live off hair and skin particles. Even though pure cotton has a lower capacity to absorb moisture than wool, it is still the material of choice for allergy sufferers who must or prefer to avoid synthetic materials in bed.

3. QUILTED INNER COVER SW from ORGANIC PURE NEW WOOL

100% organic pure new wool, approx. 500g/m², quilted on both sides into 100% cotton jersey fabric approx. 80g/m²
BENEFITS OF THE PURE WOOL QUILTING
+ Finest pure new wool from organic husbandry (kbT)
+ Self-Cleaning

The pure new wool quilting creates a superb micro-climate in bed, because the wool we use is particularly fine and can absorb large quantities of steam. To put it simply: the moisture released by you during sleep is quickly absorbed and temporarily retained, hence not interrupting your sleep.

4. QUILTED INNER COVER TC from TENCEL®

100% Lyocell (Tencel®) approx. 500g/m², quilted on both sides into 100% cotton jersey fabric approx. 80g/m²
BENEFITS OF TENCEL® QUILTING
+ Ideal for people suffering from dust-mite or animal hair allergies
+ Well suited for people who perspire easily

Tencel® is predominantly derived from wood and is what is known as a synthetic plant fibre from renewable sources. It consists of 100% cellulose. Its capacity to absorb moisture in gas form – a key criteria for a healthy and balanced micro-climate – is somewhere between pure new wool and cotton. Tencel® feels similar to cotton and is therefore cooler to the touch than wool.
NATURAL ECO TOTAL HEIGHT 14 cm

EXAMPLE COMBINATION
LOOSE FILLED PILLOW FLEXOPILLO MED
MATTRESS NATURAL ECO
WITH COVER OPTION 3A
SLATS LORDOSIS

NATURALLY GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY

NATURAL ECO

100% NATURAL LATEX

ECO CHEMICAL RESIDUES
**THE MATTRESS COVERS**

- **100% NATURAL LATEX**
- **WITH AN INNER JERSEY COVER MADE FROM 100% ORGANIC COTTON**

**OPTION WB DRILL**

**OUTER COVER** 100% organic cotton, un-dyed, machine washable up to 30°C.

**WITH INNER COVER OF YOUR CHOICE**

- INNER COVER HF 100% hemp, approx. 500g/m², vegan
- INNER COVER SW 100% organic pure new wool (kbT), approx. 500g/m²
- INNER COVER BW 100% cotton fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan
- INNER COVER TC 100% Lyocell fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan

**OPTION 3A JERSEY**

100% organic cotton, un-dyed, quilted with **100% PURE NEW WOOL** approx. 500g/m², can be dry-cleaned

- Excellent at balancing micro-climate
- Large self-cleansing

**OPTION WB2 JERSEY**

**OUTER COVER** 100% organic cotton GOTS certified, un-dyed, approx. 370g/m², machine washable up to 60°C.

**WITH INNER COVER OF YOUR CHOICE**

- INNER COVER HF 100% hemp, approx. 500g/m², vegan
- INNER COVER SW 100% organic pure new wool (kbT), approx. 500g/m²
- INNER COVER BW 100% cotton fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan
- INNER COVER TC 100% Lyocell fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan

**NATURAL ECO TOTAL HEIGHT 14 cm**

- **COMFORTABLE BODY ADAPTATION**
- **100% natural latex core**

**NATURAL ECO PLUS**

- **FIRMER FEEL DUE TO COIR CORE**
- **100% natural latex core**

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- **Medium-firm natural latex mattress made from Flexicuts**
- **Well suited for average weight people**
- **Particularly suited for teenagers and young adults**

**DETAILS**

- **CORE** approx. 12 cm 100% natural latex from Flexicuts
- **COVER** can be selected from the NATURAL ECO options
- **INNER JERSEY** 100% cotton, organic

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- **Medium-firm natural latex mattress made from Flexicuts**
- **With excellent ventilation of the core therefore suited for people who perspire easily**
- **For people of average or slightly above average weight**
- **Particularly suited for teenagers and young adults**

**DETAILS**

- **CORE** approx. 2.5 cm latex-coated coir sandwiched between approx. 5cm 100% natural latex from Flexicuts
- **COVER** can be selected from the NATURAL ECO options
- **INNER JERSEY** 100% cotton, organic

*Flexicuts: optimum resource utilisation by using leftover latex trimmings which are re-bonded with natural latex*
EXAMPLE COMBINATION
LOOSE FILLED PILLOW ZIRBENPILLO MED
MATTRESS NATURAL BASIC
WITH COVER OPTION 3A
SLATS LORDOSIS

RELIABLE AND GOOD
NATURAL BASIC
NATURAL BASIC TOTAL HEIGHT 16 cm

THE MATTRESS COVERS
• WITH AN INNER JERSEY COVER MADE FROM 100% ORGANIC COTTON

DRILL hardwearing cover, firmer feel — for people who toss and turn a lot during sleep

OPTION WB DRILL
OUTER COVER 100% organic cotton, un-dyed, machine washable up to 30°C
WITH INNER COVER OF YOUR CHOICE
quilted on both sides into 100% cotton jersey fabric approx. 80g/m²
INNER COVER HF 100% hemp, approx. 500g/m², vegan
INNER COVER SW 100% organic pure new wool (kbT), approx. 500g/m²
INNER COVER BW 100% cotton fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan
INNER COVER TC 100% lyocell fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan

JERSEY elastic cover, softer feel — for people who prefer a yielding, snug feel when sleeping

OPTION 3A JERSEY
100% organic cotton, un-dyed, quilted with 100% PURE NEW WOOL approx. 500g/m², can be dry-cleaned
+ excellent at balancing micro-climate
+ largely self-cleansing

OPTION WB2 JERSEY
OUTER COVER 100% organic cotton GOTS certified, un-dyed, approx. 370g/m²
machine washable up to 60°C
WITH INNER COVER OF YOUR CHOICE
quilted on both sides into 100% cotton jersey fabric approx. 80g/m²
INNER COVER HF 100% hemp, approx. 500g/m², vegan
INNER COVER SW 100% organic pure new wool (kbT), approx. 500g/m²
INNER COVER BW 100% cotton fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan
INNER COVER TC 100% lyocell fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan

LEVELS OF LATEX FIRMNESS

NATURAL BASIC Z7
MALE
LATEX FIRMNESS
MEDIUM
FIRM
FEMALE

NATURAL BASIC 2
LATEX FIRMNESS
MEDIUM
FIRM

NATURAL BASIC 3
LATEX FIRMNESS
MEDIUM
FIRM

pure horsehair

NATURAL BASIC 4
LATEX FIRMNESS
MEDIUM
FIRM

latex-coated coir
NATURAL BASIC TOTAL HEIGHT 16 cm

**NATURAL BASIC**

**BASIC Z7 FEMALE / MALE**

**GOOD BODY ADAPTATION WITH THE SUBTLE DIFFERENCE FOR MEN AND WOMEN**

**FOR MEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**FOR WOMEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**DETAILS**

**CORE**

- FEMALE: approx. 14 cm 100% natural latex core with zones profile and additional incisions in the hip area
- MALE: approx. 14 cm 100% natural latex core with zones profile

**COVER**

- INNER JERSEY: 100% cotton, organic

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Soft, body-shape accentuating mattress with orthopaedic effective incisions in the shoulder area of the natural latex core and in the FEMALE version also in the hip area
- Protection of sensitive body parts due to effective distribution of pressure
- Particularly good at balancing micro-climate
- Lovely ‘nesting’ sensation, very comfortable, cozy feel
- Very effective for people who suffer from discomfort in their shoulder and hip area
- For people who primarily sleep on their back or sides
- Ideal for light-weight, sensitive people

---

**NATURAL BASIC**

**BASIC 2**

**COMFORTABLE BODY CONTOURING**

**FOR MEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**FOR WOMEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**DETAILS**

**CORE**

- approx. 14 cm 100% natural latex

**COVER**

- INNER JERSEY: 100% cotton, organic

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Soft, body-shape accentuating mattress with orthopaedic effective incisions in the shoulder area of the natural latex core and in the FEMALE version also in the hip area
- Comfortable feel
- Well suited for average weight people
- Ideal for light-weight, sensitive people
- Particularly good at balancing micro-climate
- Lovely ‘nesting’ sensation, very comfortable, cozy feel
- Very effective for people who suffer from discomfort in their shoulder and hip area
- For people who primarily sleep on their back or sides
- Ideal for light-weight, sensitive people

---

**NATURAL BASIC**

**BASIC 3**

**MUTED ALL-POINT ELASTICITY**

**FOR MEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**FOR WOMEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**DETAILS**

**CORE**

- approx. 12 cm 100% natural latex, approx. 1,200g/m² horsehair on both sides

**COVER**

- INNER JERSEY: 100% cotton, organic

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Medium-firm mattress with core covered in pure horsehair
- Muted all-point elasticity
- Superior balancing of moisture
- Comfy, slightly less responsive feel
- Particularly good for people who perspire easily
- Suitable for people who sleep on their front
- Suitable for people of average weight (FIRM)

---

**NATURAL BASIC**

**BASIC Z7 FEMALE / MALE**

**GOOD BODY ADAPTATION WITH THE SUBTLE DIFFERENCE FOR MEN AND WOMEN**

**FOR MEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**FOR WOMEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**DETAILS**

**CORE**

- FEMALE: approx. 14 cm 100% natural latex core with zones profile and additional incisions in the hip area
- MALE: approx. 14 cm 100% natural latex core with zones profile

**COVER**

- INNER JERSEY: 100% cotton, organic

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Soft, body-shape accentuating mattress with orthopaedic effective incisions in the shoulder area of the natural latex core and in the FEMALE version also in the hip area
- Protection of sensitive body parts due to effective distribution of pressure
- Particularly good at balancing micro-climate
- Lovely ‘nesting’ sensation, very comfortable, cozy feel
- Very effective for people who suffer from discomfort in their shoulder and hip area
- For people who primarily sleep on their back or sides
- Ideal for light-weight, sensitive people

---

**NATURAL BASIC**

**BASIC 4**

**RESPONSIVE SUPPORT**

**FOR MEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**FOR WOMEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**DETAILS**

**CORE**

- approx. 5 cm latex-coated coir

**COVER**

- INNER JERSEY: 100% cotton, organic

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Firm natural mattress with excellent ventilation of the core
- Good balancing of moisture
- Responsive feel on first contact due to the all-point elasticity of 100% natural latex
- Firm yet responsive feel
- Well suited for people who sleep on their front
- Suitable for people of average weight (FIRM)

---

**THE OPTIONAL PARTNER SOLUTION**

**COMBINES DIFFERENT MATTRESS CORES OF THE SAME HEIGHT IN ONE MATTRESS COVER – WITHOUT THE NAGGING “CENTRAL GAP”**

---

**THE OPTIONAL MILBEX TREATMENT**

**WITH NEEM OIL PREVENTS INFESTATION OF THE MATTRESS WITH DUST MITES**

---

**FOR MEN**

- FOR WOMEN
MEETING DISCERNING EXPECTATIONS ON HEALTH AND COMFORT

NATURAL CLASSIC

EXAMPLE COMBINATION

- Shaped Pillow
- ERGOPILLO MED
- Mattress: NATURAL CLASSIC
- With Cover Option 5A
- Slats: PHYSIOFORM

100% NATURAL LATEX

QUL. STRICTLY TESTED RESIDUES

TOTAL HEIGHT 18 cm
NATURAL CLASSIC TOTAL HEIGHT 18 cm

NATURAL CLASSIC
THE MATTRESS COVERS
• WITH AN ADDITIONAL INNER JERSEY COVER MADE FROM 100% ORGANIC COTTON

**JERSEY**
- Elastic cover, softer feel — for people who prefer a yielding, snug feel when sleeping

**JERSEY elastic cover, softer feel**

**OPTION 1A SATINÉE**
60% Viscose, 40% Lyocell (Tencel®), natural sheen, white, quilted WITH 100% PURE NEW WOOL (organic) approx. 750g/m², can be dry-cleaned
+ refined, responsive mattress cover
+ cool, silky surface
+ easy care due to very smooth texture

**OPTION HEMP JERSEY**
100% organic hemp, un-dyed, quilted WITH 100% ORGANIC PURE NEW WOOL 750g/m² can be dry-cleaned
+ excellent at absorbing moisture and at balancing micro-climate
+ largely self-cleansing
+ luscious crinkle look
+ contemporary linen texture

**OPTION 5A JERSEY**
76% organic cotton, 21% Lyocell (Tencel®), 3% kapok, white, quilted WITH 100% ORGANIC PURE NEW WOOL, approx. 750g/m², can be dry-cleaned
+ excellent at balancing micro-climate
+ largely self-cleansing
+ responsive and snug feel

**OPTION WB1 JERSEY**
OUTER COVER 100% organic cotton GOTS certified, un-dyed, approx. 370g/m², machine washable up to 60°C
WITH INNER COVER OF YOUR CHOICE
quilted on both sides into 100% cotton jersey fabric, approx. 80g/m²
INNER COVER HF 100% hemp, approx. 500g/m², vegan
INNER COVER SW 100% organic pure new wool, approx. 500g/m²
INNER COVER BW 100% cotton fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan
INNER COVER TC 100% lyocell, approx. 500g/m², vegan

**NATURAL CLASSIC TOTAL HEIGHT 18 cm**

100% NATURAL LATEX

LEVELS OF LATEX FIRMNESS

**ORTHOFORM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MALE</th>
<th>LATEX FIRMNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIRM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FEMALE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATEX FIRMNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MEDIFORM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATEX FIRMNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ISOFORM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATEX FIRMNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BIOFORM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATEX FIRMNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**NATURAL CLASSIC**

**TOTAL HEIGHT 18 cm**

**ORTHOFORM FEMALE | MALE**

For the subtle difference between men and women. Very finely tuned body adaptation thanks to targeted surface incisions, further enhancing the excellent all-point elasticity of natural latex.

**FOR MEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**FOR WOMEN**

- 100% natural latex core with zones profile and additional incisions in the hip area

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Noticeably soft, body shape accentuating mattress with orthopaedic effective incisions in the shoulder area of the natural latex core and in the FEMALE version also in the hip area
- Protection of sensitive body parts due to effective distribution of pressure
- Very effective for people who suffer from discomfort in their shoulder and hip area
- Particularly good at balancing micro-climate
- For people who primarily sleep on their back or sides
- Ideal for lightweight, sensitive people

**DETAILS**

- **CORE**
  - FEMALE: approx. 15 cm 100% natural latex core with zones profile
  - MALE: approx. 15 cm 100% natural latex core with zones profile
- COVER
  - INNER JERSEY: 100% cotton, organic

**COVER**

- Can be selected from the NATURAL CLASSIC options

---

**ISOFORM**

Muted all-point elasticity

**FOR MEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**FOR WOMEN**

- 100% natural latex core with zones profile and additional incisions in the hip area

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Medium-firm mattress with core covered in pure horsehair
- Superior balancing of moisture
- Muted all-point elasticity
- Comfortable warmth thanks to the anti-rheumatic properties of pure horsehair
- Pleasant, slightly less responsive feel
- Particularly good for people who perspire easily
- Recommended for people who like a warmer environment
- Suitable for lightweight people who sleep on their front (MEDIUM/FIRM)

**DETAILS**

- **CORE**
  - approx. 13 cm 100% natural latex
- COVER
  - INNER JERSEY: 100% cotton, organic

**COVER**

- Can be selected from the NATURAL CLASSIC options

---

**MEDIFORM**

Comfortable body contouring

**FOR MEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**FOR WOMEN**

- 100% natural latex core with zones profile and additional incisions in the hip area

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Medium-soft natural latex mattress with high all-point elasticity and very good body contouring
- The body is effectively supported and pressure from body weight is evenly spread thanks to excellent natural latex core
- Well suited for average weight people
- Also suited for lightweight people who prefer to sleep on their front (MEDIUM)
- Suitable also for heavier weight people (FIRM)

**DETAILS**

- **CORE**
  - approx. 15 cm 100% natural latex
- COVER
  - INNER JERSEY: 100% cotton, organic

**COVER**

- Can be selected from the NATURAL CLASSIC options

---

**BIOFORM**

Responsive support

**FOR MEN**

- 100% natural latex core

**FOR WOMEN**

- 100% natural latex core with zones profile and additional incisions in the hip area

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Firm natural mattress with excellent ventilation of the core
- Good warming properties and insulation performance
- Good balancing of moisture
- Responsive feel on first contact due to the all-point elasticity of 100% natural latex
- Firm yet responsive feel
- Suitable for people who sleep on their front (MEDIUM/FIRM)
- Recommended for people of above average weight (FIRM)

**DETAILS**

- **CORE**
  - approx. 5 cm latex-coated coir sandwiched between approx. 5 cm 100% natural latex
- COVER
  - INNER JERSEY: 100% cotton, organic

**COVER**

- Can be selected from the NATURAL CLASSIC options

---

**THE OPTIONAL PARTNER SOLUTION**

Combines different mattress cores of the same height in one mattress cover – without the nagging “central gap”.

---

**THE OPTIONAL MILBEX TREATMENT WITH NEEM OIL PREVENTS INFESTATION OF THE MATTRESS WITH DUST MITES**

---

**THE 10 YEARS QUALITY GUARANTEE**

With Interessengemeinschaft der Rückenschullehrer/innen e.V. Zertifiziert von Ergonomisches Produkt.
MEETING THE HIGHEST DEMANDS ON HEALTH AND COMFORT

NATURAL DELUXE

EXAMPLE COMBINATION
SHAPED-PILLOW ERGOPILLO MED
MATTRESS NATURAL DELUXE
MIT COVER OPTION 6A
WITH LEATHER FINISHES
SLATS ERGO NATURA Swiss Pine

100% NATURAL LATEX
NO CHEMICAL RESIDUES

TOTAL HEIGHT 23 cm
THE MATTRESS COVERS

• WITH AN ADDITIONAL INNER JERSEY COVER MADE FROM 100% ORGANIC COTTON optionally with or without cowhide corners and patches in either BELUGA WHITE or NATURAL

**DRILL** hardwearing cover, firmer feel — for people who toss and turn a lot during sleep

**OPTION 1A SATINÉE**
60% Viscose, 40% Lyocell (Tencel®), natural sheen, quilted WITH 100% PURE NEW WOOL (organic) approx. 750g/m², can be dry-cleaned

+ refined, responsive mattress cover
+ cool, silky surface
+ easy care due to very smooth texture

**OPTION HEMP DRILL**
100% organic hemp, quilted WITH 100% ORGANIC PURE NEW WOOL 750g/m² can be dry-cleaned

+ excellent at absorbing moisture and at balancing micro-climate
+ largely self-cleansing
+ luxe-crinkle look
+ contemporary linen texture

**JERSEY** elastic cover, softer feel — for people who prefer a yielding, snug feel when sleeping

**OPTION HEMP JERSEY**
100% organic hemp, un-dyed, quilted WITH 100% ORGANIC PURE NEW WOOL 750g/m² can be dry-cleaned

+ able to absorb high levels of moisture
+ self-cleansing
+ odour neutralising

**OPTION 6A JERSEY**
76% organic cotton, 21% Lyocell (Tencel®), 3% kapok, white, quilted WITH 100% ORGANIC PURE NEW WOOL, approx. 750g/m², can be dry-cleaned

+ excellent at balancing micro-climate
+ largely self-cleansing
+ responsive and snug feel

**OPTION WB1 JERSEY**
OUTER COVER 100% organic cotton GOTS certified, un-dyed, approx. 370g/m², machine washable up to 60°C

WITH INNER COVER OF YOUR CHOICE quilted on both sides into 100% cotton jersey fabric approx. 80g/m²

INNER COVER HF 100% hemp, approx. 500g/m², vegan
INNER COVER SW 100% organic pure new wool, approx. 500g/m²
INNER COVER BW 100% cotton fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan
INNER COVER TC 100% lyocell fleece, approx. 500g/m², vegan

Available only without leather finishes

**REGULUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latex Firmness</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIRIUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latex Firmness</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANTARES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latex Firmness</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOLARIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latex Firmness</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**NATURAL DELUXE**
**TOTAL HEIGHT 23 cm**

**REGULUS FEMALE | MALE**
For the subtle difference between men and women. Most finely tuned body adaptation thanks to targeted surface incisions, further enhancing the excellent all-point elasticity of natural latex.

### DETAILS
- **CORE**
  - **FEMALE**: approx. 20 cm 100% natural latex core with zones profile and additional incisions in the hip area
  - **MALE**: approx. 20 cm 100% natural latex core with zones profile
- **COVER**
  - can be selected from the NATURAL DELUXE options
- **INNER JERSEY**: 100% cotton, organic

### BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
- Noticeably soft, body shape accentuating mattress with orthopaedic effective incisions in the shoulder area of the natural latex core and in the FEMALE version also in the hip area
- Protection of sensitive body parts due to effective distribution of pressure
- Particularly good at balancing micro-climate
- Lovely ‘nesting’ sensation, very comfortable, cozy feel
- Ideal for light-weight, sensitive people
- Very effective for people who suffer from discomfort in their shoulder and hip area
- For people who primarily sleep on their back or sides

---

**ANTARES**
Muted all-point elasticity

### DETAILS
- **CORE**
  - approx. 18 cm 100% natural latex
- **COVER**
  - approx. 1,200g/m² horsehair on both sides
- **INNER JERSEY**: 100% cotton, organic

### BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
- Medium-firm mattress with care covered in pure horsehair
- Superior balancing of moisture
- Muted all-point elasticity
- Comfortable warmth thanks to the anti-rheumatic properties of pure horsehair
- Pleasant, slightly less responsive feel
- Particularly good for people who perspire easily
- Recommended for people who like a warmer environment
- Suitable for light-weight people who sleep on their front (MEDIUM)

---

**SIRIUS**
Optimal body contouring

### DETAILS
- **CORE**
  - approx. 20 cm 100% natural latex
- **COVER**
  - can be selected from the NATURAL DELUXE options
- **INNER JERSEY**: 100% cotton, organic

### BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
- Natural latex mattress with high all-point elasticity and very good body contouring
- The body is effectively supported and pressure from body weight is evenly spread thanks to excellent natural latex core
- Comfortable and cozy feel
- Well suited for average weight people
- Also suited for light-weight people who prefer to sleep on their front (MEDIUM)
- Suiited also for heavier weight people (FIRM)

---

**SOLARIS**
Responsive support

### DETAILS
- **CORE**
  - approx. 5 cm latex-coated coir sandwiched between approx. 7.5 cm 100% natural latex
- **COVER**
  - can be selected from the NATURAL DELUXE options
- **INNER JERSEY**: 100% cotton, organic

### BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
- Firm natural mattress with excellent ventilation of the core
- Good balancing of moisture
- Central core made from top quality latex coated coconut fibres
- Good warming properties and insulation performance
- Responsive feel on first contact due to the all-point elasticity of 100% natural latex
- Firm yet responsive feel
- Suitable for people who sleep on their front (MEDIUM/FIRM)
- Recommended for people of above average weight (FIRM)
To help improve the micro-climate of your mattress and enhance your comfort — particularly if you are sleeping on a cold foam or sprung mattress or on a guest bed — we have developed 3 different types of mattress toppers. They improve a mattress’s responsiveness to and support of your body and will let you sleep more comfortably. They will also noticeably enhance the sensation of comfort when sleeping on box-spring beds (VEGA and STELLA). On these beds the toppers will bridge the central gap that can occur when different types of mattresses are used in the same frame.

For our toppers we have come up with 2 different placement concepts. One is the classic OUTSIDE concept where the topper gets placed on top of an existing mattress. The second one is the INSIDE concept. Here the topper gets integrated into an existing mattress so that bath, mattress and topper, appear as one.

THE INSIDE CONCEPT

This concept integrates the topper into your dormiente mattress so you enjoy the extra comfort of a topper while still enjoying the look of a regular mattress. Since 2017 all new dormiente NATURAL CLASSIC mattresses are compatible with an INSIDE topper. You will receive an INSIDE topper without outer cover but with a fitted custom assembling-zipper that encloses the topper in your mattress.

The idea behind this concept is simple. The topper is finished with and contained in its own cover and is placed on top of your mattress to improve your comfort when lying in bed. That’s it really! Optionally you can choose to have Velcro loops fitted to attach the topper to your mattress and prevent it from sliding. An advantage of this concept is that it is fast and easy to remove the topper and to use it as a separate mattress, e.g. when guests arrive.

THE OUTSIDE CONCEPT

Simply place the INSIDE topper of your choice onto the core of your existing mattress and use the assembling-zipper to integrate it within your mattress.

The optional loops are simply fed through the mattress handles and fixed with the help of Velcro.
PATENTED VALUE
NO MATTER WHICH WAY YOU SLEEP - SYSTEM 7® OFFERS COMPLETE ALL POINT-ELASTICITY OVER THE ENTIRE LENGTH AND BREADTH

SYSTEM 7®
THE PATENTED SLEEP SYSTEM

SYSTEM 7® lower Elements:
Natural latex with solid wood slats.
For further fine-tuning you can remove individual slats.

100% NATURAL LATEX

Green Product Award Selection 2021
THE PATENTED SLEEP SYSTEM
SYSTEM 7®
MOST FINELY-TUNED BODY ADAPTATION

EXCELLENT ALL-POINT ELASTICITY OVER THE ENTIRE LENGTH AND BREADTH OF YOUR BED
When taking into account the shape of the human spine, we distinguish between two types of sleeping positions: sleeping on your side or back — fundamentally different — sleeping on your front. With a few simple and quick adjustments SYSTEM 7® can accommodate either of these positions.

SLEEPING ON YOUR SIDE

SLEEPING ON YOUR BACK

SLEEPING ON YOUR FRONT

**SYSTEM 7®
TOP MATTRESS NOVA
PARTICULARLY RESPONSIVE BODY CONTOURING**

To ensure that SYSTEM 7® is particularly responsive, the top mattress receives a very specific surface profile characterised by targeted incisions. This, together with its already highly all-point elastic natural latex core, results in the mattress being especially adaptable. A feature which is further enhanced when used with the special slat elements. Here you have our SYSTEM 7®.

**HEIGHT**
approx. 14 cm
**CORE**
approx. 12 cm 100% natural latex Flexicuts®
**COVER**
3A JERSEY fabric/100% organic cotton, un-dyed, quilted with 100% organic wool approx. 500 g/m²

or

W81 with quilted inner case of your choice (see page 21)
**INNER JERSEY**
100% natural latex

**LEVELS OF FIRMNESS**
as standard 2 x soft, 2 x medium, 3 x firm

**COVER**
60% organic cotton, 28% Lyocell (Tencel®), 12% cotton yarn, dyed, approx. 320 g/m², 100% organic cotton loops (approx. 230 g/m²) underneath into which wooden slats are inserted

**SLATS**
each element is supported by 4 wooden slats made from solid, untreated beechwood. You can remove individual slats to further fine-tune your SYSTEM 7® (e.g. to accommodate very sensitive shoulders)

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

+ comfortable use over the whole breadth of the mattress
+ extremely cosy, comfortable and healthy to sleep on
+ easy handling
+ effective protection of body parts sensitive to pressure
+ very responsive and snug feel
+ suitable for all sleep positions
+ particularly recommended for people with sensitivities in their shoulder or hip areas

**SYSTEM 7®
LOWER ELEMENTS
ORTHOPAEDIC BASE THAT CAN BE ARRANGED FREELY**

For further fine-tuning you can remove individual slats.

**HEIGHT**
approx. 9 cm
**CORE**
approx. 7.5 cm 100% natural latex
**LEVELS**
as standard 2 x soft, 2 x medium, 3 x firm

**COVER**
40% organic cotton, 20% Lyocell (Tencel®), 12% cotton yarn, dyed, approx. 320 g/m², 100% organic cotton loops (approx. 230 g/m²) underneath into which wooden slats are inserted

**SLATS**
each element is supported by 4 wooden slats made from solid, untreated beechwood. You can remove individual slats to further fine-tune your SYSTEM 7® (e.g. to accommodate very sensitive shoulders)

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

+ comfortable use over the whole breadth of the mattress, no nagging ‘central gap’
+ easy handling
+ extremely cosy, comfortable and healthy to sleep on
+ very responsive and snug feel
+ effective protection of body parts sensitive to pressure
+ particularly recommended for people with sensitivities in their shoulder or hip areas
+ individually adaptable

**THE PATENTED SLEEP SYSTEM**
**SYSTEM 7®**

**MOST FINELY-TUNED BODY ADAPTATION**

EXCELLENT ALL-POINT ELASTICITY OVER THE ENTIRE LENGTH AND BREADTH OF YOUR BED
When taking into account the shape of the human spine, we distinguish between two types of sleeping positions: sleeping on your side or back — fundamentally different — sleeping on your front. With a few simple and quick adjustments SYSTEM 7® can accommodate either of these positions.

**SLEEPING ON YOUR SIDE**

**SLEEPING ON YOUR BACK**

**SLEEPING ON YOUR FRONT**

**THE PATENTED SLEEP SYSTEM**
**SYSTEM 7®**

**MOST FINELY-TUNED BODY ADAPTATION**

EXCELLENT ALL-POINT ELASTICITY OVER THE ENTIRE LENGTH AND BREADTH OF YOUR BED
When taking into account the shape of the human spine, we distinguish between two types of sleeping positions: sleeping on your side or back — fundamentally different — sleeping on your front. With a few simple and quick adjustments SYSTEM 7® can accommodate either of these positions.

**SLEEPING ON YOUR SIDE**

**SLEEPING ON YOUR BACK**

**SLEEPING ON YOUR FRONT**

**THE PATENTED SLEEP SYSTEM**
**SYSTEM 7®**

**MOST FINELY-TUNED BODY ADAPTATION**

EXCELLENT ALL-POINT ELASTICITY OVER THE ENTIRE LENGTH AND BREADTH OF YOUR BED
When taking into account the shape of the human spine, we distinguish between two types of sleeping positions: sleeping on your side or back — fundamentally different — sleeping on your front. With a few simple and quick adjustments SYSTEM 7® can accommodate either of these positions.

**SLEEPING ON YOUR SIDE**

**SLEEPING ON YOUR BACK**

**SLEEPING ON YOUR FRONT**

**THE PATENTED SLEEP SYSTEM**
**SYSTEM 7®**

**MOST FINELY-TUNED BODY ADAPTATION**

EXCELLENT ALL-POINT ELASTICITY OVER THE ENTIRE LENGTH AND BREADTH OF YOUR BED
When taking into account the shape of the human spine, we distinguish between two types of sleeping positions: sleeping on your side or back — fundamentally different — sleeping on your front. With a few simple and quick adjustments SYSTEM 7® can accommodate either of these positions.
FOR OUR BABY MATTRESSES
WE EXCLUSIVELY USE GOLS CERTIFIED
NATURAL LATEX

GOLS, the global standard for organic latex, is the first and currently
the most comprehensive standard covering the sustainable production
of natural latex. All processes — from cultivation to production — are
subject to strict environmental and social criteria.

FOR A HEALTHY START IN LIFE
NATURAL KIDS
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Bewertet: Kinder-Matratze Frederic
Markenfestplatte: 05/2016
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Picture shows FREDERIC
Healthy, restful sleep is particularly important for children. Their organism is sensitive, they react acutely to outside influences, their bones are still soft, their spine not yet fully formed and their immune system still developing. Sufficient sleep is one of the basic requirements for the healthy development of a child.

Ideal is a relatively firm, yet responsive mattress made from natural materials that support the growing spine. Natural latex and latex-coated coir offer exactly these properties. A thick layer of organic pure new wool is a wonderful top layer. It balances temperature, in other words, it diffuses heat and protects from overheating. It also optimally absorbs moisture given off by the body. Because of the special combination of materials, this natural mattress offers a soft, cuddly and warm base that conveys cosiness and relaxation. And, being a natural material with self-cleaning and regenerative properties, pure sheep’s wool can also handle a bit of dirt.

Healthy, restful sleep is particularly important for children. Their organism is sensitive, they react acutely to outside influences, their bones are still soft, their spine not yet fully formed and their immune system still developing. Sufficient sleep is one of the basic requirements for the healthy development of a child.

Ideal is a relatively firm, yet responsive mattress made from natural materials that support the growing spine. Natural latex and latex-coated coir offer exactly these properties. A thick layer of organic pure new wool is a wonderful top layer. It balances temperature, in other words, it diffuses heat and protects from overheating. It also optimally absorbs moisture given off by the body. Because of the special combination of materials, this natural mattress offers a soft, cuddly and warm base that conveys cosiness and relaxation. And, being a natural material with self-cleaning and regenerative properties, pure sheep’s wool can also handle a bit of dirt.

### SIZES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILLING</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>COVER</th>
<th>QUILTED</th>
<th>INNER COVER</th>
<th>OUTER COVER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>latex-coated coir</td>
<td>approx. 70 x 140 cm</td>
<td>finest satin fabric</td>
<td>made from 100% organic cotton on both sides</td>
<td>100% organic cotton, machine washable up to 60°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COVER</th>
<th>FILLING</th>
<th>SIZES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>finest satin fabric</td>
<td>machine washable up to 60°C</td>
<td>approx. 70 x 140 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INNER COVER

- organic pure new wool or cotton

### OUTER COVER

- 100% organic cotton, machine washable up to 60°C

### BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

- Medium-firm natural mattress for babies and children
  - One side to sleep on, one side to play on
  - The natural latex side is slightly softer, the latex-coated coir side slightly firmer
  - With excellent ventilation of the core
  - Machine washable outer cover (60°C) made from sturdy 100% organic cotton drill fabric
  - Quilted inner cover
  - A well balanced micro-climate thanks to quilting with 100% organic pure new wool (optionally quilting from cotton)
  - Well suited for average weight and heavier babies and children
  - We recommend that during the first 6 months of your baby’s life you use the mattress with the coir side up

### ALL SEASON DUVET

- approx. 200g FILLING
- approx. 600g FILLING

### MACHINE WASHABLE DUVETS

- With poppers so can be combined with other duvets

### BRUSHED COTTON MATTRESS PROTECTOR

- Machine washable up to 95°C
- Elastic straps on corners, special sizes on request
- Suitable for allergy sufferers

### EASY CARE DUVET

- Machine washable up to 60°C
- Filling consisting of TENCEL® (cellulose)
- Made from 100% organic cotton
- Very easy care and suitable for allergy sufferers

### ECO INSTITUTE

- Organic cotton, elastic straps on corners, machine washable up to 95°C
- Special sizes on request
- Suitable for allergy sufferers

### NATURAL BREEZE

- Machine washable up to 60°C
- Filling consisting of pure plant fibres
- Very easy care and suitable for allergy sufferers

### NATURAL PROTECT

- Made from pure plant fibres
- Very easy care and suitable for allergy sufferers

- Machine washable up to 60°C
- Filling consisting of TENCEL® (cellulose)
- Made from 100% organic cotton

### KAPOK-COTTON MATTRESS PAD

- Machine washable up to 60°C
- Filling consisting of pure plant fibres
- Very easy care and suitable for allergy sufferers

### NATURAL KIDS

- FREDERIC
- COSY AND WELL SUPPORTED

### WITH QUILTED INNER COVER

- 100% natural latex core
- Inner jersey: 100% cotton
- Quilted inner cover: organic pure new wool or cotton
- Outer cover: 100% organic cotton, machine washable up to 60°C

### TESTED: FREDERIC

- In size 70 x 140 cm
- With organic cotton wadding

For more information on our natural duvets and mattress pads please have a look at pages 78 to 89.
OUR IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURING FACILITIES MAKE IT POSSIBLE. DESIGN YOUR PERSONAL FUTON USING OUR RAW MATERIALS STRICTLY TESTED FOR CHEMICAL RESIDUES. ASSEMBLED AND TUFTED BY HAND IN ALL SHAPES AND SIZES. IF YOU WISH, WE WILL EVEN USE YOUR FAVOURITE FABRIC TO MAKE THE COVER. SURELY THE HEIGHT OF INDIVIDUALITY!

THE BASE

COTTON-FUTON

COVER 100% organic cotton drill
CORE 4 layers of pure cotton at approx. 1,000 g/m²

PURE NEW WOOL-FUTON

COVER 100% organic cotton drill
CORE 4 layers of pure organic new wool at approx. 500 g/m²

THE TOPPINGS

Hemp approx. 1,700 g/m² approx. 1,0 cm
Organic cotton approx. 1,000 g/m² approx. 1,5 cm
Organic pure new wool approx. 500 g/m² approx. 1,0 cm
Coir approx. 2,000 g/m² approx. 1,0 cm
Horsehair approx. 1,000 g/m² approx. 1,0 cm
Latex-coated coir approx. 2,5 / 5,0 cm
Natural latex approx. 3,0 / 4,0 cm / 6,0 cm

FUTON À LA CARTE

AN EXAMPLE OF AN À LA CARTE MODEL

HOW TO CREATE YOUR OWN FUTON As the base for your futon we offer you the Standard COTTON-FUTON, with 4 layers of pure cotton, or the Standard PURE NEW WOOL-FUTON with 4 layers of organic pure new wool, both in a simple pure cotton drill cover. Now you can add your ‘special toppings’. The example shown is a 6cm 100% latex core sandwiched between layers of horsehair to improve temperature and moisture regulation. This core is then placed in the centre of either Model COTTON or PURE NEW WOOL. You can still add a layer of organic wool, for instance, to one side of the mattress for an extra cozy winter side. Et voilà, your special futon is ready. As an extra, you can also purchase an additional washable cover. Maybe in your favourite colour?
THE CORRECT FOUNDATION
MAXIMIZE THE POTENTIAL OF YOUR NATURAL LATEX MATTRESS WITH PERFECTLY MATCHED WOODEN SLATS OR A SLATTED SYSTEM. SO THAT EVERY NIGHT WILL FEEL AS IF YOU’RE FLOATING!

ALL OF OUR COMFORTABLE MOTOR SLATS FEATURE

WIRELESS CONTROL • QUICK RELEASE BUTTON • DEMAND SWITCH TO SHUT OFF ELECTRIC CIRCUIT • FOOT LIFT

+ POSITION OF MOTOR IS UNDERNEATH LEGS AND NOT THE VEGETATIVE AREAS + ADJUSTABLE INTO THE IDEAL SITTING/READING POSITION WITH SIMULTANEOUS NECK ADAPTATION + IDEAL POSITIONING OF THE KNEES + WITH FOOT LIFT TO EASE VENOUS RETURN
BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

+ Height approx. 1.5cm
+ Simple, flexible slatted base with bounce
+ 21 slats made from beech plywood
+ 100% cotton band prevents squeaking noises
+ Particularly suitable for bed frames with high slat resting ledges
+ Suitable for all bed frames with full-length slat resting ledges and central struts
+ Metal-free

---

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

+ Height approx. 1.5cm
+ Simple, rigid slatted base
+ 23 slats made from solid, untreated beech
+ 100% cotton band prevents squeaking noises
+ Particularly suitable for bed frames with high slat resting ledges
+ Suitable for all bed frames with full-length slat resting ledges and central struts
+ Metal-free

---

HEIGHT

approx. 7,5 cm (at highest point)

FRAME

Study frame made from solid, untreated beech wood
+ 28 slats on 14 double spring elements
+ Shoulder comfort zone
+ Option to individually adjust firmness in lower back area
+ Head and foot part can be lifted (only KF)
only BASIC S up to 100cm width

METAL-FREE

---

Firmness can be individually adjusted in an extended area (approx. 60cm).

Each individual spring element carries 2 slats made from beech plywood.

---

WOODEN SPRUNG SLATTED BASE | MOTOR FRAME
XXL S + M
THE MOST STURDY ONE FOR ALL WHO ARE ON THE HEAVIER SIDE

---

WOODEN SPRUNG SLATTED BASE
BASIC S + KF
STURDY AND GREAT VALUE

---

WOODEN SPRUNG SLATTED BASE
XXL S

---

WOODEN SPRUNG SLATTED BASE
XXL MOTOR

---

METAL-FREE
**Get in and out of bed whatever your age!**

Allowing you to keep the bed you have become fond of and remain independent.

**PARTICULARLY RECOMMEND FOR**
- Getting in and out of bed comfortably
- Supports weight up to 150kg
- Bed frames with a ground clearance of min. 27cm
- For mattress sizes 80 I 90 I 100 x 200cm
- For all bed frames with full-length slat resting ledges and struts

**SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS**

- To comfortably get in and out of bed the hoist frame can be infinitely adjusted in height up to 37cm
- 3 sections of lower back area feature 2-level height adjustment
- Shoulder comfort zone allows for pressure relief in the shoulder area
- Option to individually adjust firmness in lower back area
- Comfortable handling thanks to remote control function

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Height adjustable up to approx. 37cm
- Easy assembly
- Demand switch to shut off electric circuit and quick release button

**NEW**

**LIFTKOMFORT + LIFTKOMFORT PREMIUM**

**UPLIFTING DAILY RELIEF**

**HOIST FRAME**

**LIFTKOMFORT**

**HEIGHT FRAME**

Sturdy frame made from solid, untreated beech wood

**SPRUNG SLATS**

45 sturdy slats on 15 triple spring elements

**SHOULDER COMFORT ZONE**

Option to individually adjust firmness in lower back area

**HOIST FRAME**

**LIFTKOMFORT PREMIUM**

**HEIGHT FRAME**

Sturdy frame made from solid, untreated beech wood

**SPRUNG SLATS**

45 sturdy slats on 15 triple spring elements

**SHOULDER COMFORT ZONE**

Option to individually adjust firmness in lower back area

**INFINITE HEIGHT ADJUSTABILITY OF THE FOOT AND HEAD PART AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON**

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Height adjustable up to approx. 37cm
- Easy assembly
- Demand switch to shut off electric circuit and quick release button
- Infinite height adjustability of the foot and head part at the touch of a button

**HEIGHT**

approx. 12.5 cm (at highest point)

**FRAME**

Federung

45 sturdy slats on 15 triple spring elements

**SHOULDER COMFORT ZONE**

+ Option to individually adjust firmness in lower back area

**INFINITE HEIGHT ADJUSTABILITY OF THE FOOT AND HEAD PART AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON**

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Height adjustable up to approx. 37cm
- Easy assembly
- Demand switch to shut off electric circuit and quick release button
- Infinite height adjustability of the foot and head part at the touch of a button

**HEIGHT**

approx. 12.5 cm (at highest point)

**FRAME**

Federung

45 sturdy slats on 15 triple spring elements

**SHOULDER COMFORT ZONE**

+ Option to individually adjust firmness in lower back area

**INFINITE HEIGHT ADJUSTABILITY OF THE FOOT AND HEAD PART AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON**

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Height adjustable up to approx. 37cm
- Easy assembly
- Demand switch to shut off electric circuit and quick release button
- Infinite height adjustability of the foot and head part at the touch of a button

**HEIGHT**

approx. 12.5 cm (at highest point)

**FRAME**

Federung

45 sturdy slats on 15 triple spring elements

**SHOULDER COMFORT ZONE**

+ Option to individually adjust firmness in lower back area

**INFINITE HEIGHT ADJUSTABILITY OF THE FOOT AND HEAD PART AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON**

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Height adjustable up to approx. 37cm
- Easy assembly
- Demand switch to shut off electric circuit and quick release button
- Infinite height adjustability of the foot and head part at the touch of a button
WOODEN SPRUNG SLATTED BASE | MOTOR SLATS

LORDOSIS S | KF | M

EXCELLENT BODY CONTOURING PARTICULARLY IN THE LOWER BACK AREA

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS

5-level height adjustment to individually adapt to even a very pronounced hollow back.

COMFORTABLE SHOULDER DROP
The 3 springs elements take away pressure from your shoulders.

3 slats per spring element allow for a specially fine-tuned adjustment to the body. The spring element itself, due to its high rise positioning, achieves a marked improvement in the feeling of comfort during sleep.

PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR
- All people who require fine body contouring in the shoulder and hip area
- For people suffering from a pronounced hollow back
- For people with wide hips that may or may not cause sensitivities

HEAD AND FOOT PART CAN BE MECHANICALLY LIFTED (ONLY LORDOSIS KF)

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
- Shoulder comfort zone
- Head and foot part can be mechanically lifted
- Adjustable into the ideal sitting/reading position with simultaneous neck adaptation
- With foot-lift to support optimal venous return

WOODEN SPRUNG SLATTED BASE

LORDOSIS S | KF

EXCELLENT BODY CONTOURING PARTICULARLY IN THE LOWER BACK AREA

PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR
- All people who require fine body contouring in the shoulder and hip area
- For people suffering from a pronounced hollow back
- For people with wide hips that may or may not cause sensitivities

FRAME
Sturdy frame made from solid, untreated beech wood

SPRUNG SLATS
45 beech-plywood slats on 15 triple spring elements

3 sections in the lower back area feature 5-level height adjustment

Option to individually adjust firmness in lower back area

Shoulder comfort zone

HEAD AND FOOT PART CAN BE MECHANICALLY LIFTED (ONLY LORDOSIS KF)

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
- Shoulder comfort zone
- Head and foot part can be mechanically lifted
- Adjustable into the ideal sitting/reading position with simultaneous neck adaptation
- With foot-lift to support optimal venous return

HEIGHT
approx. 10.5 cm (at highest point)

HEIGHT
approx. 12 cm (at highest point)
WOODEN SPRUNG SLATTED BASE | MOTOR SLATS
PHYSIOFORM S | KF | M

PATENTED FUNCTIONALITY FOR PARTICULARLY EFFECTIVE BODY CONTOURING

HEIGHT
approx. 7.5 cm (at highest point)

FRAME
Sturdy frame made from solid, untreated beech wood

SPRUNG SLATS
40 sprung slats on 20 tandem spring elements
+ Individually adjustable over the entire frame
+ Option to individually adjust firmness in lower back area
+ Slats on pivot hinges that follow your body
+ Metal-free (only PHYSIOFORM S up to 100 cm width)
+ Head and foot part can be mechanically lifted (only KF)

PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR
+ People with broad or sensitive shoulders
+ People with wide hips or a sensitive pelvic area
+ All types of mattresses, particularly mattresses made from 100% natural latex

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Tandem-elements that can pivot and move and therefore always follow the contours of your body even when you turn during sleep.

The slat bearings of the PHYSIOFORM can pivot completely (360°). Particularly in the sensitive shoulder area this extra — patented — functionality is of great help. (picture similar)

Particularly suitable for
+ People who require or prefer a very responsive base which can contour to the shape of their body
+ People with broad or sensitive shoulders
+ People with wide hips or a sensitive pelvic area
+ People who value or require the comfort of motor slats

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
+ Head and foot part can be mechanically lifted (only KF)
+ Interchangeable slats on pivot hinges to reduce pressure on sensitive areas of the body
+ Adjustable into the ideal sitting/reading position with simultaneous neck adaption
+ With foot-lift to support optimal venous return

WOODEN SPRUNG SLATTED BASE I MOTOR SLATS
PHYSIOFORM S | KF

COMFORTABLE SHOULDER DROP WITH VERSION S

HEIGHT
approx. 9 cm (at highest point)

FRAME
Sturdy frame made from solid, untreated beech wood

SPRUNG SLATS
40 sprung slats on 20 tandem spring elements
+ Individually adjustable over the entire frame
+ Option to individually adjust firmness in lower back area
+ Slats on pivot hinges that follow the contours of your body

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS

RECOMMENDED AS AN ERGONOMICALLY EFFECTIVE PRODUCT
PHYSIOFORM when used with the natural latex mattresses
NATURAL CLASSIC ORTHOFORM FEMALE or MALE

PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR
+ People with broad or sensitive shoulders
+ People with wide hips or a sensitive pelvic area
+ All types of mattresses, particularly mattresses made from 100% natural latex

WOODEN SPRUNG SLATTED BASE
PHYSIOFORM S | KF

PHYSIOFORM S

MOTOR SLATS
PHYSIOFORM MOTOR

WITH FOOT LIFT

Picture shows PHYSIOFORM S
ERGO NATURA Swiss Pine S + M

NUANCED BODY CONTOURING WITH THE SPECIAL EFFECT OF SWISS PINE

HEIGHT
approx. 10.5 cm (at highest point)

FRAME
Sturdy frame made from solid, untreated beech wood
 always two 13mm thick Swiss Pine discs per spring element
 discs are set in 3D function
 144 individual discs per frame (90 x 200 cm)
 Very nuanced body contouring thanks to freely moving Swiss Pine discs
 Additional shoulder comfort zone
 Calming effect of the Swiss Pine wood

SPRUNG
+ always two 13mm thick Swiss Pine discs per spring element

SYSTEM
+ discs are set in 3D function
 + 144 individual discs per frame (90 x 200 cm)
 + Very nuanced body contouring thanks to freely moving Swiss Pine discs
 + Additional shoulder comfort zone
 + Calming effect of the Swiss Pine wood

PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR
+ People who require or prefer a very responsive base which can contour to the shape of their body
+ People who enjoy the pleasant resin scent of Swiss Pine
+ All types of mattresses, particularly mattresses made from 100% natural latex
+ Any sleep position

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
+ Comfortable shoulder drop with version S
+ With adjustable shoulder comfort zone able to respond to the shape of your shoulders over the entire row of discs. Only available with version S.
+ ERGO NATURA’s discs are made from untreated Swiss Pine wood.
+ ERGO NATURA’s discs are made from untreated Swiss Pine wood.
+ With the help of a brace (red) it is possible to tighten each individual spring element to a firmer feel should this be required.
+ Every single row of freely moving discs is also flexibly set. This increases the overall adaptability and enhances the beneficial impact of each disc.
+ Additionally, the shoulder comfort zone is able to respond to the shape of your shoulders over the entire row of discs. Only available with version S.
+ The tree moving, small Swiss Pine discs can accommodate even unusual shapes extremely well which allows for very effective support of the spine.
+ The tree moving, small Swiss Pine discs can accommodate even unusual shapes extremely well which allows for very effective support of the spine.
+ People who require or prefer a very responsive base which can contour to the shape of their body
+ People who enjoy the pleasant resin scent of Swiss Pine
+ All types of mattresses, particularly mattresses made from 100% natural latex
+ Any sleep position
+ People who value or require the comfort of motor slats
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
+ Position of motor is underneath legs and not the vegetative areas
+ Position of motor is underneath legs and not the vegetative areas
+ Adjustable into ideal sitting/reading position with simultaneous neck adaption
+ With foot-lift to support optimal venous return

SWISS PINE – THE QUEEN OF THE ALPS
The Swiss Pine tree is a noble, very robust type of pine. The tree exudes a wonderfully warm and calming scent full of resin-character. Its many beneficial characteristics help create a soothing relaxing environment.

COMFORTABLE SHOULDER DROP WITH VERSION S

ERGO NATURA Swiss Pine MOTOR

HEIGHT
approx. 14 cm (at highest point)

FRAME
Sturdy frame made from solid, untreated beech wood
 always two 13mm thick Swiss Pine discs per spring element
 discs are set in 3D function
 132 freely moving discs over 22 rows (90 x 200 cm)
 6 braces to adjust tightness
 Very nuanced body contouring thanks to freely moving Swiss Pine discs

SPRUNG
+ always two 13mm thick Swiss Pine discs per spring element

SYSTEM
+ discs are set in 3D function
 + 144 individual discs per frame (90 x 200 cm)
 + Very nuanced body contouring thanks to freely moving Swiss Pine discs
 + Additional shoulder comfort zone
 + Calming effect of the Swiss Pine wood

PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR
+ People who require or prefer a very responsive base which can contour to the shape of their body
+ People who enjoy the pleasant resin scent of Swiss Pine
+ All types of mattresses, particularly mattresses made from 100% natural latex
+ Any sleep position
+ People who value or require the comfort of motor slats
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
+ Position of motor is underneath legs and not the vegetative areas
+ Adjustable into ideal sitting/reading position with simultaneous neck adaption
+ With foot-lift to support optimal venous return

new with FOOT LIFT
SLEEP SYSTEM | SLEEP SYSTEM WITH MOTOR

**SYSTEM 7®**

Nuanced body contouring over the entire length and breadth of the bed

**HEIGHT**
approx. 9.5 cm

**COVER**
Jersey 60% organic cotton, 28% Lyocell (Tencel®), 12% cotton yarn dyed, approx. 320g/m², 100% organic cotton drill loops underneath into which wooden slats are inserted, approx. 230g/m²

**WOODEN SLATS**
1.5cm thick solid beech wood, untreated, finely sanded

**UPHOLSTERY**
100% natural latex, 7.5cm high, 3 elements of firm latex, 2 medium and 2 soft

**PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR**
- Natural latex mattresses where the responsiveness will be further enhanced
- For people who require an excellent all-point elasticity over the entire length and breadth of their bed, even in the centre
- For people who suffer from pressure and sensitivities in the shoulder and hip area
- For people whose body shape is changing rapidly, e.g. during pregnancy, as easily adjusted

**FOR FURTHER TUNING**
You can remove individual slats.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR SLEEP SYSTEM SYSTEM 7® PLEASE HAVE A LOOK AT PAGES 46 TO 49.**

**SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS**

**SLATTED BASE**
All 7 elements can be arranged freely

- arranged for people who sleep on their front
- arranged for people who sleep on their side or back

**SLATTED BASE WITH MOTOR**
The 5 central elements can be arranged freely depending on sleep position

**ELECTRO-BIOLGICALLY NEUTRAL**

**HEIGHT**
approx. 17 cm

**COVER**
Jersey 60% organic cotton, 28% Lyocell (Tencel®), 12% cotton yarn dyed, approx. 320g/m², 100% organic cotton drill loops underneath into which wooden slats are inserted, approx. 230g/m²

**WOODEN SLATS**
1.5cm thick solid beech wood, untreated, finely sanded

**UPHOLSTERY**
100% natural latex, 7.5cm high, 3 elements of firm latex, 2 medium and 2 soft

**PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR**
- Natural latex mattresses where the responsiveness will be further enhanced
- For people who require an excellent all-point elasticity over the entire length and breadth of their bed, even in the centre
- For people who suffer from pressure and sensitivities in the shoulder and hip area
- For people whose body shape has changed rapidly, e.g. during pregnancy
- People who value or require the comfort of motor slats with foot-lift to support optimal venous return

For more information on our sleep system SYSTEM 7® please have a look at pages 46 to 49.
IT’S ALL ABOUT THE HEAD
CORRECT SUPPORT OF HEAD AND NECK IS ELEMENTARY FOR YOUR WELLBEING.
OUR PILLOWS TAKE GOOD CARE OF THIS FUNDAMENTAL NEED NATURALLY.
BE GOOD TO YOURSELF.
LOOSE FILLED PILLOWS
INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE

The filling is easily removable and can be adjusted exactly to your needs. This way you will get the pillow that is just right for you!

OUTER COVER stretchy jersey cover made from 100% high-purity cotton to prevent allergies caused by mould spores, washable up to 60°C
INNER COVER 100% organic cotton

IDEAL DIMENSIONS
As standard, dormiente offer the narrower pillow size of 40x80cm or 40x60cm, which is also the size recommended by many orthopaedists and physiotherapists. To ensure that your mattress can optimally support your shoulders, only your head and neck should be touching your pillow. This is not the case for bigger pillows, such as 80x80cm, where part of your upper body is resting on the pillow.

KEEP A COOL HEAD
Make sure that your head and neck area is kept in a healthy micro-climate. Perspiration occurs quickly, especially in this area, which is why a pillow needs to be made from materials that can effectively absorb moisture and release it in the form of gas. This way you don't start to sweat. Natural materials such as cotton and pure new wool are particularly good at this, synthetic materials much less so.

GET IT CLEAN QUICKLY
A few words on the topic of hygiene: all dormiente pillows are equipped with an additional, washable cover made from high purity 100% cotton. This is particularly interesting for people suffering from allergies. Independent of this — as pillows generally receive lots of wear and tear — they should be replaced every 1 to 2 years for hygiene reasons.

WHICH PILLOW SUITS WHICH SLEEP POSITION?
Choosing the correct pillow is a major factor in achieving healthy sleep but is often underestimated. Apart from orthopaedic criteria you will also need to consider a healthy moisture and temperature balance and what you perceive to be comfortable and cozy. From an orthopaedic perspective, a pillow should hold your head and enable your cervical spine to stay in its natural position. Because the neck is a relatively small, restricted area, it is difficult for the head to be held well and effective. Personal preferences, such as having your head in an elevated position, are often counterproductive to healthy sleep. In addition to all this, you also have to take into account your actual position during sleep. Waking up every morning with feelings of stiffness and tension in your neck and shoulders may indicate bad positioning of your head during sleep.

GET IT CLEAN QUICKLY
A few words on the topic of hygiene: all dormiente pillows are equipped with an additional, washable cover made from high purity 100% cotton. This is particularly interesting for people suffering from allergies. Independent of this — as pillows generally receive lots of wear and tear — they should be replaced every 1 to 2 years for hygiene reasons.
LOOSE FILLED PILLOW

ISOPILLO MED
MUTED ELASTICITY AND EFFECTIVE BALANCING OF MICRO-CLIMATE

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZES
approx. 40 x 60 cm or 40 x 80 cm
FILLING kapok fibres I natural latex mix 30:70
WEIGHT OF FILLING approx. 1,650 g
HEIGHT approx. 14 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Medium bounce for excellent muscle relaxation
+ Good for summer (cooling) and winter (warming) due to insulating properties of the hollow fibre kapok
+ Particularly recommended for people suffering from allergies

FILLING
100% kapok fibres
WEIGHT OF FILLING approx. 800 g
HEIGHT approx. 15 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Excellent balancing of micro-climate, very insulating
+ Relaxing support of the neck thanks to non-yielding, non elastic plant fibres
+ Pure plant fibre filling
+ Very light-weight pillow due to hollow fibres

SENSOPILLO MED
THE ANTI-RHEUMATIC POWER OF PURE NEW WOOL

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZES
approx. 40 x 60 cm or 40 x 80 cm
FILLING 100% pure new wool
WEIGHT OF FILLING approx. 700 g
HEIGHT approx. 14 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Very insulating, comfortably warming
+ Gentle and relaxing medium-firm support of the neck thanks to warming pure new wool, non-springy
+ Great capacity to absorb and then release moisture
+ Recommended for people who perspire easily
+ Wool has capacity to self-clean

TRAVELPILLO MED
VITALITY THROUGH OPTIMAL ADAPTABILITY – HEALTHY SLEEP AWAY FROM HOME

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZES
approx. 30 x 50 cm
FILLING 100% natural latex, flaked and cut
WEIGHT OF FILLING approx. 650 g

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Comfortable and easy to transport when travelling
+ Filling can be compressed, light weight pillow fits even in your hand luggage
+ Very springy and elastic with gentle bounce to help relaxation of muscles
+ Completely machine-washable

MADE WITH PURE NATURAL MATERIALS

MADE WITH PURE NATURAL MATERIALS

MADE WITH PURE NATURAL MATERIALS

MADE WITH PURE NATURAL MATERIALS

FLEXOPILLO MED
OPTIMAL ADAPTABILITY TO ALL TYPES OF HEAD AND NECK SHAPES

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZES
approx. 40 x 60 cm or 40 x 80 cm
FILLING natural latex, flaked and cut
WEIGHT OF FILLING approx. 1,600 g
HEIGHT approx. 13 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Very springy and elastic with gentle bounce to help relaxation of muscles
+ Completely machine-washable
+ Individually adaptable

100% NATURAL LATEX

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZES
approx. 40 x 60 cm or 40 x 80 cm
FILLING natural latex, flaked and cut
WEIGHT OF FILLING approx. 1,000 g
HEIGHT approx. 14 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Medium bounce for excellent muscle relaxation
+ Good for summer (cooling) and winter (warming) due to insulating properties of the hollow fibre kapok
+ Particularly recommended for people suffering from allergies

100% NATURAL LATEX

ZIRBENPILLO MED
BENEFICIAL PROPERTIES OF SWISS PINE

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZES
approx. 40 x 60 cm or 40 x 80 cm
FILLING natural latex mix 30:70
WEIGHT OF FILLING approx. 1,000 g
HEIGHT approx. 14 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Medium bounce for excellent muscle relaxation
+ Good for summer (cooling) and winter (warming) due to insulating properties of the hollow fibre kapok
+ Particularly recommended for people suffering from allergies

100% NATURAL LATEX

KAPOKPILLO MED
MODULAR NECK SUPPORT PILLOW MADE FROM PURE PLANT FIBRES

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZES
approx. 30 x 50 cm
FILLING 100% kapok fibres
WEIGHT OF FILLING approx. 650 g
HEIGHT approx. 15 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Excellent balancing of micro-climate, very insulating
+ Relaxing support of the neck thanks to non-yielding, non elastic plant fibres
+ Pure plant fibre filling
+ Very light-weight pillow due to hollow fibres

MADE WITH PURE NATURAL MATERIALS

LOOSE FILLED PILLOW

MADE WITH PURE NATURAL MATERIALS

MADE WITH PURE NATURAL MATERIALS

MADE WITH PURE NATURAL MATERIALS

MADE WITH PURE NATURAL MATERIALS
**SHAPED PILLOW**

100% NATURAL LATEX

We only use GOLS certified natural latex for our shaped pillows.

**PHYSIOPILLO MED**

ANATOMICALLY SHAPED PILLOW WITH INTEGRATED HEAD HOLLOW

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZE

approx. 40 x 80 cm

CORE 100% natural latex shaped core

HEIGHT approx. max. 10 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

+ Orthopedic design neck support pillow
+ Can be adjusted to two different overall heights
+ One removable natural latex plate in its own cover to vary height
+ Suitable for people who sleep on their side and have broad shoulders when extra plate is used
+ Can be used on either side by back or side sleepers due to wave shape offering different heights

**ORTHOPILLO MED**

PLAIN DESIGN ELASTIC SHAPED PILLOW

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZE

approx. 40 x 80 cm

CORE 100% natural latex

HEIGHT approx. 12 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

+ Orthopedic design neck support pillow
+ Relaxed support of the neck thanks to elastic natural latex core
+ ‘All-round’ suitability due to statistically derived height for support of neck and spine
+ Particularly suitable for people who sleep on their sides or back
+ Offers soft and responsive ‘nesting’ feeling

**ERGOPILLO MED**

FLEXIBLE ANATOMICALLY SHAPED PILLOW

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZES

approx. 40 x 60 cm or 40 x 80 cm

CORE 100% natural latex shaped core (approx. 9 cm)
+ Removable natural latex plate (approx. 2.5 cm)

HEIGHT approx. 9.0 cm / 11.5 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

+ Orthopedic design neck support pillow
+ Can be adjusted to two different overall heights
+ One removable natural latex plate in its own cover to vary height
+ Suitable for people who sleep on their side and have broad shoulders when extra plate is used
+ Can be used on either side by back or side sleepers due to wave shape offering different heights

**RELAXOPILLO MED**

FLAT, ANATOMICALLY SHAPED PILLOW

FITS THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZES

approx. 40 x 60 cm or 40 x 80 cm

CORE 100% natural latex shaped core

HEIGHT approx. 6.5 cm / 8.5 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

+ Orthopedic design neck support pillow with 2-way use
+ Can be used on either side by back or side sleepers due to wave shape offering different heights
+ Suitable for people who sleep on their front (lower wave)
+ Relaxed support of the neck thanks to elastic natural latex core
+ Particularly suitable for people with narrower shoulders

**FIT S THE FOLLOWING PILLOW CASE SIZE**

approx. 40 x 80 cm

CORE 100% natural latex shaped core

HEIGHT approx. max. 10 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

+ Orthopedic design neck support pillow
+ Soft, adaptable pillow
+ 100% natural latex with integrated head hollow
+ Simply turn pillow to alternate between 2 different support heights
+ Good for people with problems in the neck area as it holds the head in position
+ Suitable for people with narrow shoulders who sleep on their side
+ Suitable for people who sleep on their front (lower side)

**NEW**

EVEN MORE SOFT AND COSY

100% NATURAL LATEX

100% NATURAL LATEX

100% NATURAL LATEX

100% NATURAL LATEX
Choosing the correct duvet is a key requirement for healthy sleep. This is evident from the fact that about 70% of the micro-climate in bed can be determined by the duvet. The micro-climate is essentially created by the materials that are used to make the duvet and their capacity to absorb steam. The moisture generated while we sleep needs to be absorbed by our environment — the quicker the better. Natural fibres and hairs are much better at doing this than synthetic fibres such as polyester or polyamide. This is why you will look in vain for polyester fleece in our duvets. The only materials you will find in our duvets are pure, top-quality natural fibres with the best provenance and strictly tested.
The asymmetrical pattern, also known as mummy-pattern, is something very special. Because it has a head- and a foot zone, it is able to optimally mould to and envelope your body. To make sure no cold air can enter from the side and disturb your sleep, it features quilting that ‘seals’ the blanket lengthwise on either side and keeps you warm and snug.

The diamond-shaped, checked pattern is used for duvets that contain very light-weight plant fibres, e.g. kapok. It helps the duvet to keep its shape after washing thereby ensuring that the filling is equally distributed over the duvet creating a balanced micro-climate.

So you can receive the duvet that perfectly suits your need for warmth you can choose from two types of natural hair or plant fibres duvets.

For warmer temperatures we recommend our SEASON duvets with filling of approx 400g in weight (for size 135x200cm).

Our ALL SEASON duvets (filling weights of approx. 1,200g for size 135x200cm) are ideal for Spring and Autumn.

Combine these two - using the practical poppers attached to each duvet - and you get yourself a cozy winter duvet that will keep you trusy and warm even when it is very cold outside.

The possibilities to combine are endless: attach 2 dormiente duvets of your choice and create the perfect duvet whatever the weather.
**NATURAL DUVETS**

**HEMP DUVET**

**NATURAL HANF**

**MADE FROM PURE PLANT FIBRES ALSO SUITABLE FOR ALLERGY SUFFERERS**

**FILLING**

100% hemp

**COVER**

100% organic cotton

---

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Good capacity to absorb moisture, breathable
- Neutralises odours
- Durable, sturdy natural fibre
- Pest-resistant
- From sustainable, ecological cultivation
- Superb ecological footprint
- Low carbon miles
- Very skin-friendly

---

**FILLING**

SEASON SUMMER DUVET approx. 400 g | approx. 150 g/m²

ALL SEASON All-year Duvet approx. 1,200 g | approx. 440 g/m²

**CAN BE DRY-CLEANED**

---

Lovely natural duvet for a cozy sleeping environment. Hemp will create the perfect micro-climate in bed all year round. Due to its hollow fibres it feels refreshingly cool in the summer and cozy and warm in the winter. Hemp can absorb a vast amount of moisture so you will not experience any chill caused by evaporation. This duvet is soft, lightweight and very easy on your skin, letting you fall asleep and wake up relaxed and refreshed. The NATURAL HANF duvet is made from pure plant fibres. Hemp has an excellent ecological footprint, grown without the need for fertilisers or fungicides and is not attractive to pests. This makes it particularly suitable for people who are allergic to animal hairs or dust-mites.

---

**THE BODY CONTOURING PATTERN**

---

**NEW**

---

HEMP

FOR A COSY ENVIRONMENT IN THE BEDROOM WITH PERFECT MICRO-CLIMATE.

LETS YOU SLEEP HEALTHILY AND BREATHE FREELY.
INDIAN SUMMER is a duvet with a 100% plant fibre filling made from Lyocell (Tencel®) and a cover made from 100% organic cotton satin. Tencel® is a 100% cellulose fibre mainly derived from wood using a physic-chemical process. The specific characteristics of Tencel®, as opposed to cotton, is its high capacity to absorb and balance moisture. Synthetic fibres, such as polyamide or polyester, hardly absorb moisture at all. This duvet is easy to care for and machine washable at up to 60°C degrees which is why it is particularly suitable for people who suffer from excessive perspiration and for those with a dust mite allergy.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Pure plant fibre filling
+ Healthy micro-climate
+ Good capacity to absorb moisture, breathable
+ Machine washable
+ Well insulating
+ Strictly tested for chemical residues
+ Very comfortable

FILLING*
SEASON SUMMER DUVET approx. 400 g | approx. 150 g/m²
ALL SEASON ALL YEAR DUVET approx. 1,200 g | approx. 440 g/m²
MACHINE WASHABLE UP TO 60°C, CAN BE TUMBLE-DRIED

KAPOK-COTTON DUVET
NATURAL BREEZE
MADE FROM PURE PLANT FIBRES ALSO SUITABLE FOR ALLERGY SUFFERERS

The NATURAL BREEZE duvet is made from pure plant fibres — kapok and cotton. This is why it is also suited for people suffering from allergies. Kapok is a hollow fibre consisting of 80% air and is one of the lightest fibres available. A high amount of air is trapped in the cavities of the fibre which gives kapok excellent insulation properties. Kapok cools in the summer and preserves body heat in the winter. The kapok tree is not cultivated on plantations but only grows in tropical mixed forests — where no pesticides or insecticides are used or needed. NATURAL BREEZE is machine washable up to 60°C.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Pure cellulose fibre, derived from wood
+ Healthy, dry sleeping environment
+ Good capacity to absorb moisture, breathable
+ Well insulating
+ Machine washable
+ Particularly suited for people suffering from dust mite or animal hair allergies
+ Strictly tested for chemical residues
+ Strictly tested for chemical residues

FILLING*
SEASON SUMMER DUVET approx. 400 g | approx. 150 g/m²
ALL SEASON ALL YEAR DUVET approx. 1,200 g | approx. 440 g/m²
MACHINE WASHABLE UP TO 60°C, CAN BE TUMBLE-DRIED

INDIAN SUMMER is a duvet with a 100% plant fibre filling made from Lyocell (Tencel®) and a cover made from 100% organic cotton satin. Tencel® is a 100% cellulose fibre mainly derived from wood using a physic-chemical process. The specific characteristics of Tencel®, as opposed to cotton, is its high capacity to absorb and balance moisture. Synthetic fibres, such as polyamide or polyester, hardly absorb moisture at all. This duvet is easy to care for and machine washable at up to 60°C degrees which is why it is particularly suitable for people who suffer from excessive perspiration and for those with a dust mite allergy.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Pure plant fibre filling
+ Healthy micro-climate
+ Good capacity to absorb moisture, breathable
+ Machine washable
+ Well insulating
+ Strictly tested for chemical residues
+ Very comfortable

FILLING*
SEASON SUMMER DUVET approx. 400 g | approx. 150 g/m²
ALL SEASON ALL YEAR DUVET approx. 1,200 g | approx. 440 g/m²
MACHINE WASHABLE UP TO 60°C, CAN BE TUMBLE-DRIED

NATURAL DUVETS

THE SHAPE RETAINING PATTERN

THE BODY CONTOURING PATTERN

NATURAL DUVETS

THE SHAPE RETAINING PATTERN

THE BODY CONTOURING PATTERN

* For the standard size 135x200cm

* For the standard size 135x200cm
Our LADAKH duvet is filled with pure, un-dyed cashmere wool covered in superior quality cotton satin. This particularly fine wool is harvested from the underbelly down of the cashmere goat and carefully made into a fleece. Due to its very fine hairs cashmere is highly insulating with excellent moisture absorption. A cashmere duvet is unsurpassed in creating a dry and warm sleeping environment. It is particularly recommended for people who feel the cold easily. This duvet is available as an ALL SEASON weight with a filling of approx. 1,200g for a standard size 135x200cm.

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Finest cashmere goat down hair
- Excellent at absorbing moisture, has high insulation properties
- Superbly warm and dry micro-climate in bed
- Excellent at preserving warmth, temperature balancing
- Beautiful feeling of comfort during sleep, voluminous and cozy
- Moulds well to your body
- Strictly tested for chemical residues
- Durable

**FILLING**

- SEASON SUMMER DUVET approx. 400g | approx. 150g/m²
- ALL SEASON ALL YEAR DUVET approx. 1,200g | approx. 440g/m²

**CAN BE DRY-CLEANED**

---

For our LHASA duvet we use pure merino wool. Merino wool is very fine and frizzy. The finer the hair and the tighter the curls of the fibres, the greater its capacity to absorb moisture and the greater its insulation value. The result is a duvet that can optimally balance moisture and temperature. We use exclusively lambswool, i.e., wool from the first shearing. These hairs are particularly soft and fine. The outer cover is made from finest organic cotton satin fabric which is soft and velvety to the touch and light and pleasant on the skin.

**THE BODY CONTOURING PATTERN**

**FILLING**

- pure lambswool

**COVER**

- 100% organic cotton

**BENEFITS AT A GLANCE**

- Finest merino lambswool and very good value for money
- Excellent at balancing temperature and moisture
- Cosy and dry micro-climate in bed
- Good insulation properties, temperature balancing
- Voluminous and cozy feeling of comfort during sleep
- Moulds well to your body
- Strictly tested for chemical residues
- Durable

**FILLING**

- SEASON SUMMER DUVET approx. 400g | approx. 150g/m²
- ALL SEASON ALL YEAR DUVET approx. 1,200g | approx. 440g/m²

**CAN BE DRY-CLEANED**

---

* For the standard size 135x200cm
NATURAL DUVETS

CAMEL-DOWN HAIR DUVET
LUXOR

FILLING
finest camelhair

COVER
100% organic cotton

THE BODY CONTOURING PATTERN

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

- Finest camelhair with excellent moisture absorption and high insulation properties
- Superb micro-climate in bed
- Excellent ability to absorb moisture
- Lovely feeling of comfort during sleep, voluminous and cosy
- Molds well to your body
- Strictly tested for chemical residues
- Very comfortable to sleep under

* For the standard size 135x200cm

NATURAL MATTRESS PADS

MERINO LAMBSWOOL MATTRESS PAD
LHASA

COVER
precious satin made from 100% organic cotton on one side, elastic straps at the corners

ON INSIDE
100% organic cotton jersey for quickly expelling moisture absorbed during sleep

FILLING
100% pure merino lambswool

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

- Merino wool from the first shearing, particularly soft and fine
- Excellent ability to absorb moisture
- High insulation properties and warmth retention
- Strictly tested for chemical residues

** For size 90 x 200 cm

KAPOK COTTON MATTRESS PAD
NATURAL BREEZE

MADE FROM PURE PLANT FIBRES ALSO SUITABLE FOR ALLERGY SUFFERERS

COVER
precious satin made from 100% organic cotton on both sides, elastic straps at the corners

ON INSIDE
100% organic cotton jersey for quickly expelling moisture absorbed during sleep

FILLING
mix of kapok fibres and cotton (70:30), machine washable up to 60°

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

- Breathable mattress pad made from pure plant fibres
- Excellent ability to absorb moisture
- Machine washable
- Strictly tested for chemical residues

** For size 90 x 200 cm

FILLING
approx. 800 g | approx. 610 g/m²

CAN BE DRY-CLEANED

NATURAL DUVETS

The finest camelhair is a very special and valuable material. A maximum of 5,000 grams can be collected per camel per year. The very fine underbelly hair is characterised by its superior insulation properties which can effortlessly balance large differences in temperature. Its special and very fine structure makes camelhair the perfect material for creating a cozy sleeping environment with optimally balanced moisture and temperature levels. Ideal conditions for healthy and restful sleep. The outer cover of the LUXOR duvet is made from finest organic cotton satin which is soft and velvety to the touch and very pleasant on the skin.

FILLING*
SEASON SUMMER DUVET approx. 400 g | approx. 350 g/m²
ALL SEASON ALL YEAR DUVET approx. 1,200 g | approx. 440 g/m²
DELUXE BUDDUDET approx. 1,600 g | approx. 590 g/m²
DRY-CLEANING ONLY

* For size 90 x 200 cm

THE BODY CONTOURING PATTERN

COVER

ON INSIDE
100% organic cotton jersey for quickly expelling moisture absorbed during sleep

FILLING
100% pure merino lambswool

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

- Merino wool from the first shearing, particularly soft and fine
- Excellent ability to absorb moisture
- High insulation properties and warmth retention
- Strictly tested for chemical residues

** For size 90 x 200 cm

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

- Finest camelhair with excellent moisture absorption and high insulation properties
- Superb micro-climate in bed
- Excellent ability to absorb moisture
- Lovely feeling of comfort during sleep, voluminous and cosy
- Molds well to your body
- Strictly tested for chemical residues
- Very comfortable to sleep under

FILLING
approx. 800 g | approx. 295 g/m²

CAN BE DRY-CLEANED

** For size 90 x 200 cm

THE BODY CONTOURING PATTERN

COVER

ON INSIDE
100% organic cotton jersey for quickly expelling moisture absorbed during sleep

FILLING
mix of kapok fibres and cotton (70:30), machine washable up to 60°

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

- Breathable mattress pad made from pure plant fibres
- Excellent ability to absorb moisture
- Machine washable
- Strictly tested for chemical residues

** For size 90 x 200 cm

FILLING
approx. 800 g | approx. 610 g/m²

MACHINE WASHABLE UP TO 60°C, CAN BE TUMBLE-DRIED

** For size 90 x 200 cm
WE’RE KEEN ON CLEAN
HYGIENE AND A HEALTHY MICRO-CLIMATE FOR YOUR BED: QUICK. EASY. EFFECTIVE.

BRUSHED COTTON MATTRESS PROTECTOR
NATURAL PROTECT
A hygienic sleeping environment is not only an important consideration for allergy sufferers. This is why we have developed our brushed cotton mattress protector NATURAL PROTECT that will help keep your mattress hygienically clean. This protector is much easier and quicker to wash than a quilted mattress cover. For extra durability we use twined, pilling-resistant yarns made from certified organic cotton. Because NATURAL PROTECT is made from a heavy-weight cloth it is particularly absorbent. To prevent sliding, sturdy elastic corner bands that withstand high washing temperature offer a secure grip on the mattress.

100% organic cotton, elastic straps on corners, machine washable up to 95°C, un-bleached
Available in 200cm length and in the following widths: 80 | 90 | 100 | 120 | 140 | 160 | 180 | 200 cm.
Special sizes available upon request.
Please wash NATURAL PROTECT at 95°C before the first use to achieve the perfect fit and optimal absorbency.

FITTED SHEET DERMA DRY®
DERMA DRY® looks like a regular fitted sheet but can do so much more. The fabric was developed to be used in hot climates and by people who perspire heavily. It works in the same way as sports and active wear: the moisture coming off your skin is absorbed fast onto the surface of the fabric and evaporates much quicker than with other fabrics. The chill caused by the evaporation has an additional cooling effect. Moisture evaporates quickly and you can sleep undisturbed. Marvelous, don’t you think?

80% cotton, 20% polyester, washable up to 60°C
Available in 200cm | 210cm | 220cm lengths and in the following widths: 80 | 90 | 100 | 120 | 140 | 160 | 180 | 200 cm.
Special sizes available upon request.

If you are using two separate mattresses in your double bed, we recommend you opt for a larger size protector together with a larger fitted sheet which covers both mattresses. This way you create a uniform mattress surface without the nagging central gap between the mattresses.
When it comes to healthy sleep, a lot of our focus and work goes into the topic of allergies. Nowadays approx. 20% of the population suffers—from directly or indirectly—from allergies. We differentiate between natural and synthetic allergens, i.e. the substances that trigger allergies.

To keep our products free from synthetic allergens we subject our raw materials to fastidious checks, e.g. for agricultural sprays. We are getting better and better at this and you can see for yourself at Test Results on www.dormiente.com.

Natural allergies are triggered by substances that occur naturally in our environment, such as pollen or dust mites. When it comes to your sleeping environment the latter are the most common causes of allergy. We offer various products and treatments that can help with this type of allergy. Dust mites feed off hair and skin particles and thrive in moist and warm environments.

A dry environment and removable covers that can either be washed or dry-cleaned help to prevent a dust mite infestation. We offer various covers for allergy sufferers for different requirements and pure cotton mattress covers with or without plant fibre quilting. But we also offer mattress covers made with a small percentage of syntetic fibres that can be washed more easily and at higher temperatures. Some covers have kapok fibres added to the fabric. Depending on the severity of your allergy, you will be able to select the product just right for you.

Our quilted inner covers made with various plant fibres and used in conjunction with a washable cover means we can also offer allergy sufferers a healthy micro-climate to sleep in. Make sure you also consider the suitability of your duvet and use fitted sheets on your mattress that are easily washable and made from special cotton.

We have developed an entire range that satisfies the special requirements of people suffering from allergies. We can even treat our mattresses with Neem oil—a plant-based, biological dust mite repellent—which is derived from the Indian Neem tree.

When it comes to healthy sleep, a lot of our focus and work goes into the topic of allergies. Nowadays approx. 20% of the population suffer—from directly or indirectly—from allergies. We differentiate between natural and synthetic allergens, i.e. the substances that trigger allergies.

To keep our products free from synthetic allergens we subject our raw materials to fastidious checks, e.g. for agricultural sprays. We are getting better and better at this and you can see for yourself at Test Results on www.dormiente.com.

Natural allergies are triggered by substances that occur naturally in our environment, such as pollen or dust mites. When it comes to your sleeping environment the latter are the most common causes of allergy. We offer various products and treatments that can help with this type of allergy. Dust mites feed off hair and skin particles and thrive in moist and warm environments.

A dry environment and removable covers that can either be washed or dry-cleaned help to prevent a dust mite infestation. We offer various covers for allergy sufferers for different requirements and pure cotton mattress covers with or without plant fibre quilting. But we also offer mattress covers made with a small percentage of synthetic fibres that can be washed more easily and at higher temperatures. Some covers have kapok fibres added to the fabric. Depending on the severity of your allergy, you will be able to select the product just right for you.

Our quilted inner covers made with various plant fibres and used in conjunction with a washable cover means we can also offer allergy sufferers a healthy micro-climate to sleep in. Make sure you also consider the suitability of your duvet and use fitted sheets on your mattress that are easily washable and made from special cotton.

We have developed an entire range that satisfies the special requirements of people suffering from allergies. We can even treat our mattresses with Neem oil—a plant-based, biological dust mite repellent—which is derived from the Indian Neem tree.

When it comes to healthy sleep, a lot of our focus and work goes into the topic of allergies. Nowadays approx. 20% of the population suffer—from directly or indirectly—from allergies. We differentiate between natural and synthetic allergens, i.e. the substances that trigger allergies.

To keep our products free from synthetic allergens we subject our raw materials to fastidious checks, e.g. for agricultural sprays. We are getting better and better at this and you can see for yourself at Test Results on www.dormiente.com.

Natural allergies are triggered by substances that occur naturally in our environment, such as pollen or dust mites. When it comes to your sleeping environment the latter are the most common causes of allergy. We offer various products and treatments that can help with this type of allergy. Dust mites feed off hair and skin particles and thrive in moist and warm environments.

A dry environment and removable covers that can either be washed or dry-cleaned help to prevent a dust mite infestation. We offer various covers for allergy sufferers for different requirements and pure cotton mattress covers with or without plant fibre quilting. But we also offer mattress covers made with a small percentage of synthetic fibres that can be washed more easily and at higher temperatures. Some covers have kapok fibres added to the fabric. Depending on the severity of your allergy, you will be able to select the product just right for you.

Our quilted inner covers made with various plant fibres and used in conjunction with a washable cover means we can also offer allergy sufferers a healthy micro-climate to sleep in. Make sure you also consider the suitability of your duvet and use fitted sheets on your mattress that are easily washable and made from special cotton.

We have developed an entire range that satisfies the special requirements of people suffering from allergies. We can even treat our mattresses with Neem oil—a plant-based, biological dust mite repellent—which is derived from the Indian Neem tree.

When it comes to healthy sleep, a lot of our focus and work goes into the topic of allergies. Nowadays approx. 20% of the population suffer—from directly or indirectly—from allergies. We differentiate between natural and synthetic allergens, i.e. the substances that trigger allergies.

To keep our products free from synthetic allergens we subject our raw materials to fastidious checks, e.g. for agricultural sprays. We are getting better and better at this and you can see for yourself at Test Results on www.dormiente.com.

Natural allergies are triggered by substances that occur naturally in our environment, such as pollen or dust mites. When it comes to your sleeping environment the latter are the most common causes of allergy. We offer various products and treatments that can help with this type of allergy. Dust mites feed off hair and skin particles and thrive in moist and warm environments.

A dry environment and removable covers that can either be washed or dry-cleaned help to prevent a dust mite infestation. We offer various covers for allergy sufferers for different requirements and pure cotton mattress covers with or without plant fibre quilting. But we also offer mattress covers made with a small percentage of synthetic fibres that can be washed more easily and at higher temperatures. Some covers have kapok fibres added to the fabric. Depending on the severity of your allergy, you will be able to select the product just right for you.

Our quilted inner covers made with various plant fibres and used in conjunction with a washable cover means we can also offer allergy sufferers a healthy micro-climate to sleep in. Make sure you also consider the suitability of your duvet and use fitted sheets on your mattress that are easily washable and made from special cotton.

We have developed an entire range that satisfies the special requirements of people suffering from allergies. We can even treat our mattresses with Neem oil—a plant-based, biological dust mite repellent—which is derived from the Indian Neem tree.

When it comes to healthy sleep, a lot of our focus and work goes into the topic of allergies. Nowadays approx. 20% of the population suffer—from directly or indirectly—from allergies. We differentiate between natural and synthetic allergens, i.e. the substances that trigger allergies.

To keep our products free from synthetic allergens we subject our raw materials to fastidious checks, e.g. for agricultural sprays. We are getting better and better at this and you can see for yourself at Test Results on www.dormiente.com.

Natural allergies are triggered by substances that occur naturally in our environment, such as pollen or dust mites. When it comes to your sleeping environment the latter are the most common causes of allergy. We offer various products and treatments that can help with this type of allergy. Dust mites feed off hair and skin particles and thrive in moist and warm environments.

A dry environment and removable covers that can either be washed or dry-cleaned help to prevent a dust mite infestation. We offer various covers for allergy sufferers for different requirements and pure cotton mattress covers with or without plant fibre quilting. But we also offer mattress covers made with a small percentage of synthetic fibres that can be washed more easily and at higher temperatures. Some covers have kapok fibres added to the fabric. Depending on the severity of your allergy, you will be able to select the product just right for you.

Our quilted inner covers made with various plant fibres and used in conjunction with a washable cover means we can also offer allergy sufferers a healthy micro-climate to sleep in. Make sure you also consider the suitability of your duvet and use fitted sheets on your mattress that are easily washable and made from special cotton.

We have developed an entire range that satisfies the special requirements of people suffering from allergies. We can even treat our mattresses with Neem oil—a plant-based, biological dust mite repellent—which is derived from the Indian Neem tree.
**HOME COLLECTION**

**HEMP BED LINEN**

A DORMIENTE EXCLUSIVE:
THE NEW ORGANIC BED LINEN
MADE FROM 100% HEMP

- very pleasant on the skin
- classy natural design
- contemporary shades add colour in the bedroom
- extends the hours of wellness spent in bed
- machine washable and easy to care for
- with handy zipper opening
- available in two sizes (standard 135 x 200 cm or comfort 155 x 220 cm, pillow cases 40 x 80 cm)
- strictly tested for chemical residues
- machine washable up to 60°C and can be tumble-dried

**AVAILABLE IN COLOURS**

- COLOUR LINDEN GREEN
- COLOUR OLD ROSE
- COLOUR WHITE
- COLOUR HEMP
- COLOUR GRIS

**MACHINE WASHABLE MAX. 60°C, CAN BE TUMBLE-DRIED**

**HEMP BED LINEN**

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE MANY BENEFITS OF HEMP AND SLEEP EVEN CLOSER TO NATURE.
WE USE THE SAME PRECIOUS AND HEALTHY RAW MATERIALS FOR OUR SLEEP SOFAS AS WE DO FOR OUR MATTRESSES AND DIVAN BEDS — THAT IS, PURE NATURAL ONES.
THE SLEEP SOFA LOUNGE S

Picture shows corner version LOUNGE S, option F COMBO combined with option H and stool, upholstery fabric arsenic, colour VANILLA, foot ANGULAR, beech oiled, TABLE TOP beech oiled

Picture shows LOUNGE S, option F COMBO combined with option H and stool, upholstery fabric ARSENIC, colour VANILLA, foot ANGULAR, beech oiled, TABLE TOP beech oiled

100% NATURAL LATEX

Picture shows LOUNGE STOOL (approx. H 43 I W 80 I D 80cm). Either as extension to sleep sofa or with optional table top (here shown in beech) used as coffee table.

Because the seats are made from 100% natural latex LOUNGE S also serves as a very comfortable bed. Upholstery fabric ASIA WAS, colour CUIR.

LENGTH SEATING AREA approx. 200 cm
DEPTH SEATING AREA approx. 50 I 60 I 70 I 90 cm
HEIGHT OF BACK CUSHION approx. .45 cm
SEAT HEIGHT approx. 42 cm
DEPTH LIVING SURFACE approx. 80 I 90 I 100 I 120 x 200 cm

TYPES OF WOOD oiled
FEET ANGULAR, CONICAL, VASE, VASE SLIM
Beech Cherry Walnut

TYPES OF WOOD oiled

Plinth foot – required for use with storage drawer

The generously sized storage drawer.
Outside measurements (incl. plate) approx. W 150 x D 69 x H 15cm

PLINTH FOOT + STORAGE DRAWER

Beech Cherry Walnut Oak
Oak white pigmented Wild Oak BIANCO

TYPES OF WOOD oiled

The generously sized storage drawer.

Picture shows LOUNGE STOOLS, option M 60 I W 80 I D 60cm. Either as extension to sleep sofa or with optional table top (here shown in beech) used as coffee table.
THE SLEEP SOFA **LOUNGE S**

- Picture shows LOUNGE S option H, upholstery fabric VARESE, colour ROEBUCK, feet VASE beech oiled, BACK BENCH LUGANO, beechwood beech oiled
- Picture shows LOUNGE S option H, upholstery fabric VARESE, colour VANILLA, feet VASE SLIM, walnut oiled
- Picture shows LOUNGE S option A, upholstery fabric VARESE, colour SAFFRON, feet VASE, beech oiled, NIGHT TABLE MADRAL beech oiled

**LENGTH**
- SEATING AREA: approx. 200 cm
- SLEEPING AREA: approx. 200 cm

**DEPTH**
- SEATING AREA: approx. 80 cm / 90 cm / 100 cm / 120 cm
- LIVING SURFACE: approx. 60 cm / 70 cm / 80 cm / 100 cm

**HEIGHT OF BACK CUSHION**
- approx. 45 cm

**SEAT HEIGHT**
- approx. 42 cm

**TYPES OF WOOD**
- oiled
- Bech
- Walnut

**FEET**
- ANGULAR, CONICAL
- VASE, VASE SLIM

**TYPES OF WOOD**
- oiled
- Bech
- Walnut

**PLINTH FOOT + STORAGE DRAWER**
- Bech
- Walnut
- Oak BIANCO
- Wild oak BIANCO

**TYPES OF WOOD**
- Bech
- Walnut
- Oak BIANCO
- Wild oak BIANCO
THE SLEEP SOFA WELCOME

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
+ Now even more comfortable in height
+ Excellent comfort when sitting, reclining or sleeping thanks to wooden sprung slats
+ Backboard acts as head support
+ Two possible seating positions — standard and relax
+ 12cm thick NATURAL LATEX PADDING wrapped in organic pure new wool
+ Easy and quick to turn into a guest bed
+ Inner cover made from pure cotton
+ Seat and back padding does not slide thanks to velcro fastenings

WIDTH approx. 200 cm
DEPTH approx. 100 cm
HEIGHT approx. 101 cm
SEAT HEIGHT approx. 45 cm
SEAT DEPTH approx. 60 cm
HEIGHT OF BACKBOARD approx. 70 cm
LYING SURFACE approx. 134 x 200 cm

WELCOME features a generously sized storage area under the seats.

Picture shows optional accessories to complement WELCOME: armrest and handy pivot table. You choose!

You can easily turn the sleep sofa WELCOME into a bed offering a lying surface of 134 x 200cm.
THE SLEEP SOFA ZEDULO 1
ALSO AVAILABLE REVERSED LEFT TO RIGHT

ZEDULO 1 with a long backboard and 2 back cushions. The sofa easily turns to comfy bed.

SOFA

VERSION 1

WIDTH
approx. 145 cm + 17 cm

DEPTH
approx. 81 + 12 cm

HEIGHT
approx. 89 cm with cushion

SEAT HEIGHT
approx. 45 cm

SEAT DEPTH
approx. 55 cm

HEIGHT OF BACKBOARD
approx. 66 cm

LYING SURFACE
approx. 80 x 200 cm

Pictures show ZEDULO 1 with upholstery fabric SLOANE in colour HEMP and Feet CONICAL, beech oiled. Upholstery fabrics are not removable.

THE SLEEP SOFA ZEDULO 2
ALSO AVAILABLE REVERSED LEFT TO RIGHT

ZEDULO 2 as ottoman with short armrests and one backrest cushion.

SOFA

VERSION 2

WIDTH
approx. 145 cm + 17 cm

DEPTH
approx. 81 + 21 cm

HEIGHT
approx. 89 cm with cushion

SEAT HEIGHT
approx. 45 cm

SEAT DEPTH
approx. 55 cm

HEIGHT OF BACKBOARD
approx. 66 cm

LYING SURFACE
approx. 80 x 200 cm

Pictures show ZEDULO 2 with upholstery fabric ASIA WASH in colour SAND and Feet VASE, walnut oiled. Upholstery fabrics are not removable.
### THE SLEEP SOFA ZEDULO_3

ZEDULO_3 is fully upholstered with arm rests.
3 back cushions (approx. 66 x 45 x 20cm)
and 2 scatter cushions (approx. 40 x 40cm).

#### Sofa Version 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Version 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Width</strong></td>
<td>approx. 200 cm + 34 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depth</strong></td>
<td>approx. 81 + 17 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height</strong></td>
<td>approx. 89 cm with cushion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seat Height</strong></td>
<td>approx. 45 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seat Depth</strong></td>
<td>approx. 59 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height of Backboard</strong></td>
<td>approx. 65 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lying Surface</strong></td>
<td>approx. 130 x 200 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Upholstery fabrics are not removable.*

*Pictures show ZEDULO_3 with upholstery fabric ASIA WASH in colour ANTRACITA.*
THE SLEEP SOFA ZEDULO_4

ZEDULO_4
With wooden frame in heartwood beech, oiled. With 2 back cushions (approx. 75 x 45 x 20cm) and 2 armrest cushions (approx. 80 x 22 x 18cm) and the optional slip-on tray (approx. 24 x 24 x 10cm)

Can be used as coffee table or as desk stand: CLOSE-IT side table (H 36.5 x W 70 x D 40.5cm)

ZEDULO_4
Easily turns into a comfy bed creating a lying surface of 130 x 200cm.

A useful storage space.

THE SLEEP SOFA ZEDULO_4

SOFA

VERSION 4

WIDTH
approx. 200cm

DEPTH
approx. 81 + 17cm

HEIGHT with cushion
approx. 89cm

SEAT HEIGHT
approx. 45cm

SEAT DEPTH
approx. 55cm

HEIGHT OF BACKBOARD
approx. 66cm without cushion

LYING SURFACE
approx. 130 x 200cm

Pictures show ZEDULO_4 with upholstery fabric SLOANE in colour PALE MOSS. Upholstery fabrics are not removable.
We cover our divan beds in one of our upholstery fabrics of your choice as standard. This cover is not removable. If, at a later stage, you decide to change your interior design scheme, you can always order a new cover made from a different upholstery fabric in a different colour. This simply attaches to your bed using Velcro fastenings.

Here you can see the ‘inner life’ and composition of our boxspring beds and upholstered furniture made from natural materials. The picture shows the construction of the frame of our model VEGA SYSTEM. The construction of the solid frame of some of our other models will differ.
VEGA SYSTEM IN BOXSPRING LOOK
Divan bed in boxspring look with upholstered base

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type I, with optional upholstery cover, plinth foot and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Choose an upholstered upholstery cover for your bed to enhance its infinity look (see picture above).

From a width of 160 cm the bed frame is supplied in two parts which are easily joined together. On request the frame can be supplied as one piece.

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**
approx. 40.5 cm + plus height of mattress

**HEIGHT WITH BACKBOARD**
flush with floor: approx. 96.0 cm
flush with frame: approx. 110.0 cm
extra high backboard: approx. 128.5 cm

**DEPTH OF BACKBOARD**
approx. 12 cm

**TYPES OF WOOD**
- **oiled**
  - Beech
  - Oak
  - Cherry
  - Walnut
  - Wild oak BIANCO

**FEET**
- Angular, Conical, Vase, Vase Slim

**PLINTH FOOT + STORAGE DRAWER**
- Beech
- Oak
- Wild oak BIANCO

From a width of 160 cm the bed frame is supplied in two parts. By choosing an optional upholstery cover you will achieve the look of a single frame.

For an elegant look, the optional quilted mattress cover visually unifies bed and mattress.

Protective head covers of your choice add attractive decorative highlights against your upholstery fabric.

The generously sized storage drawer.

The practical bed pouches not only provide storage space for things you want to keep close to you. They also add a bit of colour!

The backboard with rounded corners or angular.

Whichever you prefer!

From a width of 160 cm the bed frame is supplied in two parts which are easily joined together.

On request the frame can be supplied in one piece.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

From a width of 160 cm the bed frame is supplied in two parts. By choosing an optional upholstery cover you will achieve the look of a single frame.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.

Picture shows VEGA SYSTEM Type IV, with optional upholstery covers, plinth feet and storage drawer, heartwood beech oiled.
### Divan Bed VEGA Special Edition

**VEGASYSTEM IN BOXSPRING LOOK — VEGABOXSPRINGNATURAL**

Divan bed in boxspring look with upholstered base.

**FABRIC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASIA WASH</th>
<th>COLOURS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAND</td>
<td>ANTRACITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIS</td>
<td>NIAGARA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGRO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MATTRESS**

NATURAL CLASSIC MEDIFORM medium

**COVER OPTION**

OPTION 3A (more about on page 28)

**WIDTH OF BED**

140 | 160 | 180 | 200 cm

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**

approx. 40 cm + MATTRESS = COMFORT HEIGHT

**HEIGHT WITH BACKBOARD**

approx. 94 cm

The images show VEGA BOXSPRING NATURAL (180x200cm) with additional upholstery fabric MAX COTTON, color WHITE. From 160cm width we supply the bed frame in two parts. The two separate bed parts remain visible if each is covered in the standard upholstery cover.

**DIVAN BED VEGA SPECIAL EDITION**

OUR COMPREHENSIVE BOXSPRING LOOK BED OFFER AT A PREFERENTIAL PRICE, INCL. NATURAL LATEX MATTRESS NATURAL MEDIFORM WITH COVER OPTION 3A

From 160 cm width we supply the bed frame in two parts which you can quickly and easily connect using the accessories supplied. Additionally you will receive a mattress consisting of 2 individual MEDIFORM medium cores contained in one-piece cover, cover option 3A.

**WIDTH OF BED**

140 | 160 | 180 | 200 cm

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**

approx. 35 cm + height of mattress 17 cm = approx. 52 cm

The pictures show VEGA SPECIAL EDITION with CONICAL feet and upholstery fabric ASIA WASH SAND (top), ASIA WASH GRIS (centre right), ASIA WASH ANTRACITA (bottom). From 160 cm width we supply the bed frame in two parts which you can quickly and easily connect using the accessories supplied. Additionally you will receive a mattress consisting of 2 individual MEDIFORM medium cores contained in one-piece cover, cover option 3A.

**WIDTH OF BED**

140 | 160 | 180 | 200 cm

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**

approx. 35 cm + height of mattress 17 cm = approx. 52 cm

The pictures show **VEGA SPECIAL EDITION** with CONICAL feet and upholstery fabric ASIA WASH SAND (top), ASIA WASH GRIS (centre right), ASIA WASH ANTRACITA (bottom). From 160 cm width we supply the bed frame in two parts which you can quickly and easily connect using the accessories supplied. Additionally you will receive a mattress consisting of 2 individual MEDIFORM medium cores contained in one-piece cover, cover option 3A.
### STELLA SYSTEM DIVAN BED WITH SYSTEM

Boxspring look and classic bed frame in one - individual slat solutions that can be amended at any point, sustainable and always with the correct orthopaedic support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height of Frame</th>
<th>approx. 40.5 cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height with Backboard</td>
<td>flush with floor: approx. 96.0 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of Backboard</td>
<td>approx. 12 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Types of Wood (oiled)**
- Beech
- Oak
- Walnut
- Cherry
- Wild Oak BIANCO

**Feet**
- Angular, Conical, Vase, Vase Slim
- Beech, Oak
- Wild Oak
- Oak white pigmented

**Plinth Foot + Storage Drawer**
- Beech, Oak
- Wild Oak
- Oak BIANCO

### STELLA SYSTEM DIVAN BED WITH SYSTEM

- Pictures show STELLA SYSTEM TYPE IV with optional extra cover (Boxspring look) with feet VASE and oiled.
- A bed in boxspring look made from pure natural materials without compromising health or comfort.
- Place the SYSTEM 7® elements onto the ledges on the inside of the frame — which are variable in height — and create the perfect foundation for the way you sleep. And to finish it off, simply attach the inner cover using the velcro strips. Now you have STELLA in boxspring look.

**STE LL A with bells and whistles**: the high backboard (approx. 128.5 cm) with Chesterfield finish and the optional quilted mattress cover in matching upholstery fabric (shown here upholstery fabric VARESE, colour SEA) together with a TOPPER and feet in style VASE (here in beech oiled).

The generously sized storage drawer.

**Outside measurements (incl. plate)**
- approx. W 150 x D 69 x H 15 cm

**Practical bed pouches** provide storage space for things you want to keep close to you and can be freely positioned along the bed.

**Optional extra cover (Boxspring look)**
- Select your favourite fabric from any of our upholstery materials.

**Optional protective head covers** add colour and contrast to your bedroom.

**You can order STELLA with the backboard flush with the floor (height at top 96 cm)** or flush with the frame (height at top 110 cm).
STELLA SYSTEM DIVAN BED WITH SYSTEM

Boxspring look and classic bed frame in one - individual slat solutions that can be amended at any point, sustainable and always with the correct orthopaedic support.

- Types of wood: oiled Beech, Oak, Cherry, Walnut
- Feet: Angular, Conical, Vase, Vase Slim
- Plinth foot + storage drawer: Beech, Oak, Cherry, Walnut, Oak white pigmented, Oak BIANCO

**Measurement:**
- Height of frame: approx. 40.5 cm
- Height with backboard: flush with floor approx. 96.0 cm, flush with frame approx. 110.0 cm, extra high approx. 128.5 cm
- Depth of backboard: approx. 12 cm

**Options:**
- Plinth foot: required for use with storage drawer
- Foot angular, conical, vase, vase slim

**Additional Features:**
- Foot angular: required for use with storage drawer
- Extra high backboard: approx. 128.5 cm
- Outside measurements (incl. plate): approx. W 150 x D 69 x H 15 cm

**Storage Drawer:**
The generously sized storage drawer is...
DIVAN BED STELLA SPECIAL EDITION

Our comprehensive box spring look bed offer at a preferential price, incl. natural latex mattress natural classic mediform with cover option 3A and individual slatted base.

The upholstery covers used for divan bed STELLA SPECIAL EDITION are not removable.

A 100% natural latex mattress core is included. STELLA SPECIAL EDITION features a NATURAL CLASSIC MEDIFORM mattress with cover option 3A and an individual slatted base (shown here VASOVID S). From 180 cm width you will receive two separate MEDIFORM cores in one single cover, option 3A, plus two separate slatted frames.

FABRIC ASIA WASH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLOURS</th>
<th>SAND</th>
<th>ANTRACITA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRIS</td>
<td></td>
<td>NEGRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAIGARA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MATTRESS

NATURAL CLASSIC MEDIFORM medium

COVER OPTION

OPTION 3A (more about on page 28)

WIDTH OF BED

90 | 100 | 120 | 140 | 160 | 180 | 200 cm

HEIGHT OF FRAME

approx. 40.5 cm

HEIGHT WITH BACKBOARD

approx. 96 cm

The images show STELLA SPECIAL EDITION, 180x200cm with CONICAL FEET in beech oiled and upholstery fabric ASIA WASH, colour NAIGARA.

DIVAN BED LOUNGE NIGHT

The stool LOUNGE (approx. H 43 x W80 x D 80cm) with optional wooden table top.

HEIGHT OF FRAME

approx. 28 cm plus height of mattress

TYPES OF WOOD

soled

FEET

ANGULAR, CONICAL, VASE, VASE SLIM

WIDTH OF BED

160 | 200 cm

HEIGHT OF FRAME

approx. 96 cm

PLINTH FOOT

+ STORAGE DRAWER

The images show STELLA NIGHT (160 x 200 cm) with plinth feet and storage drawer in heartwood beech oiled, upholstery fabric MAX COTTON, colour WHITE. From 180cm width we supply the bed frames in two parts.
DIVAN BEDS
UNIQUE
IF YOU WANT IT, GO FOR IT. WE MAKE SURE IT’S NATURAL.

WHAT A GREAT IDEA
THE ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR DIVAN BED ADD ATTRACTIVE VISUAL HIGHLIGHTS AGAINST YOUR CHOSEN UPHOLSTERY FABRIC AND CAN ACCOMMODATE ALL THE THINGS YOU LIKE TO KEEP CLOSE TO YOU.

Attractive and practical. Bed pouches and protective head covers can be chosen from our upholstery fabric selection.
Our beds are available in a 200cm standard length and in special lengths of 190 | 210 | 220 cm. They are available in widths of 90 | 100 | 120 | 140 | 160 | 180 | 200cm. SPECIAL SIZES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

Because we work with natural materials, small variances in the measurements stated are possible. This is why all measurements listed are approximate. TECHNICAL CHANGES RESERVED.

### TECHNICAL INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIVAN BEDS</th>
<th>SLEEP SOFAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HANDMADE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WIDTH inside in cm, plus</th>
<th>LENGTH inside in cm, plus</th>
<th>LENGTH with backboard in cm, plus</th>
<th>SPECIAL LENGTH measured from floor to top of frame in cm, plus</th>
<th>HEIGHT OF FRAME compatiability with dormiente sleep systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>190cm</td>
<td>210cm</td>
<td>220cm</td>
<td>195 cm</td>
<td>205 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIVAN BEDS IN BOXSPRING LOOK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VEGA SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGA SPECIAL EDITION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGA BOXSPRING NATURAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIVAN BEDS WITH SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STELLA SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STELLA SPECIAL EDITION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIVAN BED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOUNG NIGHT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLEEP SOFAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOUNG 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELCOME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEDULO 1 + 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEDULO 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEDULO 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Backboard top | 2. Bottom attachment | 3. High backboard

Our divan beds are made using only pure natural materials. The bed frame is made from upholstered and untreated solid beech wood (STELLA, STELLA SPECIAL EDITION) or from upholstered spruce wood (LOUNG, VEGA, VEGA SPECIAL EDITION, VEGA BOXSPRING NATURAL). For the upholstery we use pure new organic wool, 100% natural latex and latex-coated coir. We use a standard base cover of your choice. Optional upholstery covers can be attached by velcro fastenings and are removable. You can choose from a large selection of different fabrics and colours. We suggest you see your local dormiente retailer for the full swatch.
WHAT WE ARE MADE OF

OUR CAREFULLY SELECTED TIMBERS AND TYPES OF WOOD GIVE EACH SOLID WOOD BED FRAME ITS UNIQUE LOOK AND CHARACTER.

Our solid wood beds are crafted by hand. Attention to detail starts with selecting each individual timber. This allows us to take account of and work with the unique vein and colour present in each type of wood. The result is always a frame that is one of a kind.

Wood is a natural product and each tree grows differently. Variations in the colour or grain, even an occasional knothole, give your bed its unique character. Sapwood may also cause some deviations in colour.
**BEECH** *Fagus Sylvatica*

We use wood from the beech tree, the most common deciduous tree in Germany. To be botanically precise, the tree should actually be referred to as Copper Beech because of the slightly reddish hue of the timber. Steam treating intensifies the colour and reduces the porosity of the wood to develop furcuses and to distort. Generally, for timber production, beech trees are felled when they are between 80 to 120 years old.

**HEARTWOOD BEECH**

Heartwood beech is the core wood of the Copper Beech and is characterised by a particularly vivid colour and vein. The core wood of the beech tree is not always different in colour from the rest of the tree. The latest theory is that a strong vein and colour is a sign of defensive measures being employed by the tree as a reaction to fungal and viral attacks. We appreciate heartwood beech for its unique colourings.

**DESIGN BEECH**

A contemporary look and a unique aesthetic are the hallmarks of our design beech. The beech tree that supplies this timber comes from sustainable forestry close to our workshops. Finely sanded and oiled it gives each piece of furniture a unique character and feel.

**OAK** *Quercus Rubra* (there are approx 400 sub-species)

The oak timber used in our bed frames comes from the second most common deciduous tree in Germany and belongs to the group of White Oaks. It is of a light brown colour and is characterised by its high density and hardness. The core of the timber is darker due to the embedment of tannic acid.

**WILDOAK**

We refer to oak as wild oak when the timber displays quite dark and sometimes trussed knot-holes. This gives the oak a very vivid and individual look. Sometimes, these knot-holes have to be closed using wood putty in order to obtain a smooth surface. This is something you should know if you choose a frame made from wild oak.

**OAK white pigmented**

By adding white pigments to the wood care oil the oak obtains a lighter colour without covering the natural grain.

**OAK | WILDOAK BIANCO**

By using the wood treatment oil BIANCO the varied hues in the oak wood are neutralised and the beautiful vein enhanced.

**WILDOAK BRUSHED**

The classic wild oak in a completely new look. The solid timbers undergo a special mechanical process which removes softer wood particles using a steel brush. The result is a unique surface texture and feel and a rustic vein.

**CHERRY** *Prunus Avium*

We use timber from the Sweet Cherry tree. The core wood from this tree displays a yellow-reddish colour with very attractive veins and is much sought after precious wood. The sapwood has a more yellow-whitish colour.

For our bed frames we use timber from the North American Cherry Tree. Compared to the European variety, this wood is characterised by a more even and beautiful colour scheme. Also European cherry wood is not available as commercial timber, bar the odd individual piece.

Freshly felled cherry wood is quite light in colour but will darken considerably over the years to turn into a very beautiful reddish-brown.

**SWISS PINE** *Pinus Cembra*

Swiss Pine is the name of a species of pine trees. In the Alpine area, where it grows, it is also known as Arolla or Mountain Pine.

Swiss Pine trees grow in Europe, in the Alps and Carpathian Mountains. We use Swiss Pine grown in the Austrian Alps. The trees grow up to 25 metres in height and can live to over 1,000 years.

Swiss Pine is a soft wood, as is pine wood, and therefore slightly more susceptible to developing dents than our other woods, which are hard woods. It can also sometimes display resin ducts.

Swiss Pine emanates a wonderfully warm and pleasant scent, creating a relaxing and soothing environment. In order not to interfere with these benefits, dormiente only finely sands down the Swiss Pine used in the bed frames. No other surface treatments are applied.

**WALNUT TREE** *Juglans Regia*

Timber for our frames comes from the walnut tree, as strictly speaking, the Common Walnut Tree. In North America this tree is commercially grown for its walnuts. Here, in Europe, walnut trees tend to only grow wild and are few and far between.

Timber from the walnut tree is one of the most precious hard woods and has been used in top-end furniture making for generations. Wood from the American Walnut Tree has a purple to dark brown colouring. The sapwood is of a lighter, white-yellowish hue.

If exposed to strong daylight walnut wood has a tendency to develop a brown colour with a hint of yellow. If this is not the colour you are after, please avoid putting your walnut wood furniture into direct sunlight.

**THE BEAUTY OF NATURE**

Plus many hours of craftsmanship – spent with love of attention to detail – bring out the true character in our solid wood beds.
TYPES OF WOOD
- Oiled: Beech, Heartwood Beech, Oak, Wild Oak, Cherry, Walnut
- Untreated: Swiss Pine

HEIGHT OF FRAME
- Approx. 39 cm

COMFORT HEIGHT
- Approx. 45 cm, optional

The pictures show ADANA (180x200 cm) in heartwood beech oiled.

TYPES OF WOOD
- Oiled: Beech, Heartwood Beech, Oak, Wild Oak, Cherry, Walnut
- Untreated: Swiss Pine

HEIGHT OF FRAME
- Approx. 42 cm

COMFORT HEIGHT
- Approx. 48 cm, optional

The pictures show BALENA (180x200 cm) in heartwood beech oiled.
SOLID WOOD BED **BELUGA**  
**DESIGN** ALEXANDER BORGHORST

The night table **BELUGA** (approx. H 44.5 cm x W 42 x D 39.5 cm) shown here in cherry oiled (small) and untreated Swiss Pine (tall).

**TYPES OF WOOD**
- oiled: Beech, Heartwood Beech
- Oak BIANCO, Oak
- Oak white pigmented
- Wild oak BIANCO, Wild oak
- Cherry
- Untreated Swiss Pine

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**
approx. 43 cm (at highest point)

**COMFORT HEIGHT**
approx. 49 cm optional (at highest point)

The images show **BELUGA** (180x200 cm) in cherry oiled (top, centre right) and in untreated Swiss Pine (bottom left, centre left).

SOLID WOOD BED **GABO**  
**DESIGN** ALEXANDER BORGHORST

The night table **GABO** (approx. H 51 cm x W 45 x D 35 cm) in walnut oiled, with drawer.

**TYPES OF WOOD**
- oiled: Beech, Heartwood Beech
- Oak BIANCO, Oak
- Oak white pigmented
- Wild oak BIANCO, Wild oak
- Cherry
- Walnut

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**
approx. 43.5 cm

The images show **GABO** (180x200 cm) in walnut oiled (top) and in oak white pigmented oiled (left).
TYPES OF WOOD
- oiled
  - Beech
  - Oak BIANCO
  - Oak white pigmented
  - Wild oak BIANCO
  - Cherry
  - Walnut
- untreated
  - Swiss Pine

HEIGHT OF FRAME
- GONDA
  - approx. 42.5 cm
  - approx. 47 cm optional
  - approx. 91.5 cm
- GONDA MAXI
  - approx. 42.5 cm
  - approx. 47 cm optional
  - approx. 101.5 cm

SOLID WOOD BEDS GONDA AND GONDA MAXI
DESIGN ALEXANDER BORGHORST

The pictures show GONDA MAXI (180x200cm) in walnut oiled (top and bottom left), in wild oak oiled (centre, right) and GONDA in untreated Swiss Pine (centre, left).

WOOD CARE
We particularly recommend finishing wood surfaces using oil. This is partially for aesthetic reasons, because oil brings out the very beautiful surface of naturally grown wood and gives it its very own individual look. The more practical reason however: oil finished wood is easier to repair.

Small dents and scratches can be fixed by gently manually sanding down the wood and then re-applying some oil. If you no longer have the original oil to hand simply use some olive or linseed oil and apply with a cloth.

In order for the Swiss Pine to be effective it is crucial that the wood is raw and untreated and therefore open-pored. Under no circumstances should you treat this wood with oil. If the wood gets dirty, just use a lightly damp cloth and wipe down. For more serious dirt, stains, dents or scratches please use very fine sand-paper and carefully sand the wood in the direction of the grain.
SOLID WOOD BEDS KALMERA AND KALMERA MAXI
DESIGN ALEXANDER BORGHorst

**TYPES OF WOOD**
- Beech
- Heartwood Beech
- Oak BIANCO
- Oak white pigmented
- Wild oak BIANCO
- Wild oak
- Cherry
- Walnut
- Swiss Pine

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**
- approx. 43 cm
- approx. 43 cm

**HEIGHT OF BACKBOARD**
- approx. 88.5 cm
- approx. 109.5 cm
- approx. 99.5 cm
- approx. 109.5 cm

The pictures show KALMERA (180x200cm) in untreated Swiss Pine (top and centre left) and in heartwood beech oiled (bottom left) and KALMERA MAXI in heartwood beech oiled (centre right and bottom right).

**SOLID WOOD BED KARA**
DESIGN ALEXANDER BORGHorst

**TYPES OF WOOD**
- Beech
- Heartwood Beech
- Oak BIANCO
- Oak white pigmented
- Wild oak BIANCO
- Wild oak
- Cherry
- Walnut
- Swiss Pine

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**
- approx. 37 cm
- approx. 50 cm

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**
- approx. 37 cm
- approx. 50 cm
- approx. 50 cm

The pictures show KARA (180 x 200cm) in wild oak brushed and oiled (top, bottom and centre right) and in oak oiled (centre left). Also the KARA night table is available in two heights (approx. 40 or 50 x W 48 x D 33.5cm).

The night table is available in two heights (approx. 40 or 50 x W 48 x D 33.5cm).

The night table is available in two heights (approx. 40 or 50 x W 48 x D 33.5cm).

The night table is available in two heights (approx. 40 or 50 x W 48 x D 33.5cm).

The night table is available in two heights (approx. 40 or 50 x W 48 x D 33.5cm).

The night table is available in two heights (approx. 40 or 50 x W 48 x D 33.5cm).

**TYPES OF WOOD**

- Beech
- Oak Bianco
- Oak white pigmented
- Wild oak Bianco
- Cherry
- Walnut
- Swiss Pine
- Untreated

**SOLID WOOD BED KELO**

*DESIGN ALEXANDER UND LEO BORGHORST*

KELO exhibits an eye for detail. This shows in the elegant shape of the feet but also in the backboard. Here the graceful curve also serves the practical function of keeping the pillows in place.

**SOLID WOOD BED KELO MAXI**

*DESIGN ALEXANDER UND LEO BORGHORST*

KELO MAXI exhibits an eye for detail. This shows in the elegant shape of the feet but also in the backboard. Here the graceful curve also serves the practical function of keeping the pillows in place.

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**
- approx. 48 cm
- approx. 48 cm

**HEIGHT OF BACKBOARD**
- approx. 85 cm
- approx. 95 cm

*Pictures show KELO (180x200cm) in oak Bianco (right) and in walnut oiled (centre and left). To the right: KELO MAXI (180x200cm) in walnut oiled.*
SOLID WOOD BED MADRAL
DESIGN ALEXANDER BORGHorst

The night table MADRAL with drawer and two shelves made from frosted glass (approx. H 43 or 51 x W 40 x D 41 cm) here in walnut oiled.

HANDMADE
OUR TOP QUALITY BED FRAMES BEGIN WITH THE SELECTION OF ONLY THE BEST TIMBERS AND ARE BROUGHT TO LIFE THROUGH OUR CRAFTSMANSHIP AND EXPERIENCE.

TYPES OF WOOD
- Beech
- Oiled Beech
- Oak
- Oak Bianco
- Oak white pigmented
- Wild oak Bianco
- Wild oak
- Cherry
- Walnut

HEIGHT OF FRAME
- approx. 41 cm

COMFORT HEIGHT
- approx. 50 cm optional

The pictures show MADRAL (180x 200cm) in walnut oiled.
SOLID WOOD BED MILANO
DESIGN ALEXANDER BORGHORST

The clever plug-in joints are extremely sturdy and also completely metal-free.

The backboard very slightly leans backwards offering super comfortable support when sitting in bed.

Cleverly Constructed
Intelligent plug-in joints have no need for metal.

Types of wood
- Beech
- Heartwood Beech
- Oak
- Oak BIANCO
- Oak white pigmented
- W11 oak BIANCO
- Wild oak
- Cherry
- Walnut

Height of frame
approx. 45.5 cm

Pictures show MILANO (180x200 cm) in heartwood beech oiled.
SOLID WOOD BED MOLA
DESIGN ALEXANDER BORGHorst

The MOLA night table (approx. H 43.5 x W 38 x D 49cm) here in wild oak oiled.

**Need extra space for blankets or pillows? You can select MOLA with optional plinth feet and a generous storage drawer (outside measurements W 167 x D 68 x H 15cm).**

**TYPES OF WOOD**

- Oiled
  - Beech
  - Oak BIANCO
  - Oak white pigmented
  - Wild oak BIANCO
  - Wild oak
  - Cherry
  - Walnut
  - Swiss Pine

**MOLA & MOLA MAXI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEIGHT OF FRAME</th>
<th>MOLA</th>
<th>MOLA MAXI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>approx. 33 cm</td>
<td>approx. 36 cm</td>
<td>approx. 36 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approx. 48 cm</td>
<td>approx. 56 cm</td>
<td>approx. 56 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMFORT HEIGHT**

- up to max. 50 cm* up to max. 53 cm*

**HEIGHT OF BACKBOARD**

- approx. 79.5 cm approx. 91.5 cm

*on request

Left page: Pictures show MOLA (180x200cm) in heartwood beech oiled (top), wild oak BIANCO (centre left) and walnut oiled (bottom).

Right page: MOLA MAXI (180x200cm) in heartwood beech oiled.
SOLID WOOD BED **MORELL**  
**DESIGN ALEXANDER BORGHORST**  

**MORELL** (180x200cm) with two generous storage drawers (inset dimension: W 169.5 x D 80 x H 17.5 cm) available from a width of 140 cm.

**TYPES OF WOOD**  
- oiled Beech  
- Heartwood Beech  
- Oak BIANCO  
- Oak  
- Oak white pigmented  
- Wild oak  
- Wild oak BIANCO  
- Wild oak brushed  
- Cherry  
- Walnut  
- untreated Swiss Pine  

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**  
approx. 33 cm | 3 3/8 cm | 4 3/4 cm depending on height of feet

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**  
approx. 46 cm for plinth feet with storage drawer

Because the feet can be attached in 3 different ways the height of the frame can be varied.

The pictures show MORELL (180x200cm) in heartwood beech oiled.

SOLID WOOD BED **MUCHO**  
**DESIGN ALEXANDER BORGHORST**  

For **MUCHO** with plinth-feet you can select the generous sized storage drawer. (outside dimension: W 167 x D 68 x H 15 cm) here in heartwood beech oiled.

**TYPES OF WOOD**  
- oiled Beech  
- Heartwood Beech  
- Oak BIANCO  
- Oak  
- Oak white pigmented  
- Wild oak  
- Wild oak BIANCO  
- Wild oak brushed  
- Cherry  
- Walnut  
- untreated Swiss Pine  

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**  
approx. 33cm with plinth-feet approx. 38cm

**COMFORT HEIGHT**  
can be made to up to approx. max. 50 cm on request

The pictures show MUCHO (180x200cm) in heartwood beech oiled.
SOLID WOOD BED NUVEO

**TYPES OF WOOD**
- oiled Beech
- Heartwood Beech

**SLOT-IN TABLE**
- NUVEO approx. 40 x 40 cm

**SLIDE-IN HEADBOARD**
- approx. 40 x 60 cm (2 pieces from a width of 140 cm)

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**
- approx. 32 cm

**CHARACTERISTICS**
- metal-free
- easy assembly
- sturdy

The pictures show NUVEO (180 x 200 cm) with slot-in table NUVEO in beech oiled.

SOLID WOOD BED NUVEO MAXI

**TYPES OF WOOD**
- oiled
- Heartwood Beech
- or
- Swiss Pine untreated

**SLOT-IN TABLE**
- NUVEO approx. 40 x 40 cm
- STEXX approx. 33 x 33 cm

**SLIDE-IN HEADBOARD**
- approx. 54 x 60 cm (2 pieces from a width of 140 cm)

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**
- approx. 40 cm

**COMFORT HEIGHT**
- approx. 50 cm optional

**CHARACTERISTICS**
- metal-free
- easy assembly
- sturdy

The images show NUVEO MAXI (180 x 200 cm) with full-length headboard in heartwood beech (top), in untreated Swiss Pine (centre left) and in heartwood beech oiled with a pair of headboards and the slot-in table NUVEO MAXI (left).
**SOLID WOOD BED PIU**

**PIU #1** with a one-piece, full-length solid headboard.

**PIU #2** with solid wood headboard featuring elegant grooves.

**PIU #3** with solid wood headboard, divided in half.

**COMPLETELY METAL-FREE** thanks to steady wooden joints.

**METAL-FREE**

**PIU #1**

**SWISS PINE**

A relaxed environment to sleep in. Enjoy the wonderfully soothing scent of resin in your bedroom.

**TYPES OF WOOD**

- Oiled
  - Beech
  - Heartwood Beech
  - Oak BIANCO
  - Oak
  - Oak white pigmented
  - Wild oak
  - Wild oak BIANCO
  - Wild oak brushed
  - Cherry
  - Walnut

- Untreated
  - Swiss Pine

**BACKBOARD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Without Cushion</th>
<th>With Cushion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HEIGHT OF FRAME**

approx. 45 cm

**CHARACTERISTICS**

- Metal-free
- Easy assembly
- Sturdy

*The headboard cushions for option #2 are supplied as one piece for the sizes 90, 100 and 120cm. For widths 140, 160, 180 and 200cm you will receive a pair of cushions. The pictures show PIU (180x200cm) in heartwood beech oiled (centre and bottom) and in oak oiled (top).
The images show UDANA (180 x 200 cm) design beech oiled.

The images show VIVA (180 x 200 cm) design beech oiled.
### TECHNICAL INFORMATION

#### SOLID WOOD BED FRAMES

Handmade.

Our beds are made in a 300cm standard length and in special lengths of 190 | 210 | 220 cm. They are available in widths of 90 | 100 | 120 | 140 | 160 | 180 | 200cm.

**SPECIAL SIZES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.** Because we work with natural materials small variances in the measurements stated are possible. This is why all measurements listed are approximate. TECHNICAL CHANGES RESERVED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>outside dimensions</th>
<th>inside LENGTH 190 cm</th>
<th>inside LENGTH 210 cm</th>
<th>inside LENGTH 220 cm</th>
<th>HEIGHT OF FRAME</th>
<th>COMFORT HEIGHT</th>
<th>HEIGHT with backboard</th>
<th>backboard optional</th>
<th>position for slatted frame</th>
<th>metal-free</th>
<th>ground clearance</th>
<th>distance between cross beams</th>
<th>compatibility with domestic sleep systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WIDTH inside cm</td>
<td>LENGTH inside cm</td>
<td>LENGTH with backboard inside cm</td>
<td>SPECIAL LENGTH inside cm</td>
<td>measured from floor to top edge of frame in cm</td>
<td>measured from floor to top edge of frame in cm</td>
<td>measured from side lodge to rest slat in cm</td>
<td>from top of bed frame to top of inside lodge to rest slat in cm</td>
<td>measured from floor to bottom edge of frame in cm</td>
<td>measured from the centre in cm</td>
<td>measured from floor to top of inside lodge to rest slat in cm</td>
<td>measured from floor to top of inside lodge to rest slat in cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADANA</td>
<td>+ 14</td>
<td>+ 18</td>
<td>+ 18</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>14,5</td>
<td>17,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALENA</td>
<td>+ 8</td>
<td>+ 32</td>
<td>+ 32</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>16*</td>
<td>19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELUGA</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>+ 30</td>
<td>+ 30</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>86,5</td>
<td>91,5</td>
<td>20*</td>
<td>23*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABO</td>
<td>+ 8</td>
<td>+ 15</td>
<td>+ 15</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>43,5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>86,5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GONDA</td>
<td>+ 12</td>
<td>+ 12</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>42,5</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>91,5</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GONDA MAXI</td>
<td>+ 12</td>
<td>+ 12</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>42,5</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>101,5</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALMERA</td>
<td>+ 5</td>
<td>+ 6</td>
<td>+ 6</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>89,5</td>
<td>93,5</td>
<td>99,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALMERA MAXI</td>
<td>+ 5</td>
<td>+ 6</td>
<td>+ 6</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>99,5</td>
<td>103,5</td>
<td>109,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KARA</td>
<td>+ 24</td>
<td>+ 24</td>
<td>+ 24</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>88,5</td>
<td>101,5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELO</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>+ 20</td>
<td>+ 20</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELO MAXI</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>+ 20</td>
<td>+ 20</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADRAL</td>
<td>+ 13</td>
<td>+ 26</td>
<td>+ 26</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>91,5</td>
<td>95,5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILANO</td>
<td>+ 18</td>
<td>+ 18</td>
<td>+ 18</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>45,5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>96,5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOLA</td>
<td>+ 8</td>
<td>+ 26</td>
<td>+ 26</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>84,5**</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOLA MAXI</td>
<td>+ 8</td>
<td>+ 26</td>
<td>+ 26</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>94,5</td>
<td>105,5**</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOLA PLINTH FOOT VERSION</td>
<td>+ 8</td>
<td>+ 26</td>
<td>+ 26</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>82,5**</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOLA PLINTH FOOT VERSION</td>
<td>+ 8</td>
<td>+ 26</td>
<td>+ 26</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>82,5**</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORELL</td>
<td>+ 5,5</td>
<td>+ 6</td>
<td>+ 10</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>82,5</td>
<td>82,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORELL WITH DRAWER</td>
<td>+ 5,5</td>
<td>+ 6</td>
<td>+ 10</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>15,5</td>
<td>18,5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCHO</td>
<td>+ 14</td>
<td>+ 14</td>
<td>+ 14</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>up to 50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>88**</td>
<td>15,5</td>
<td>17,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCHO PLINTH FOOT VERSION</td>
<td>+ 14</td>
<td>+ 14</td>
<td>+ 14</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>88**</td>
<td>15,5</td>
<td>22,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUVEO</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>83,5</td>
<td>83,5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUVEO MAXI</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>+ 16</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>86,5</td>
<td>96,5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIU</td>
<td>+ 12</td>
<td>+ 12</td>
<td>+ 12</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDANA</td>
<td>+ 7</td>
<td>+ 7</td>
<td>+ 19</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>45,5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>96,5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIVA</td>
<td>+ 7</td>
<td>+ 7</td>
<td>+ 20</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>50,5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>103,5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

** measured from highest point of the side of the bed.

**_optional_.

**_comfort height_.

1 = height of feet 11,0 cm
2 = height of feet 18,0 cm
3 = height of feet 14,5 cm
4 = height of feet 20,0 cm
5 = horizontal foot
6 = upright foot
7 = 3 options of backboards.

** measured from highest point of the side of the bed. Please note the curved design of the model.
SOLID WOOD FURNITURE CLOSE-IT

**TYPES OF WOOD**

oiled
- Beech
- Oak BIANCO
- Oak white pigmented
- Wild oak BIANCO
- Wild oak brushed
- Cherry
- Walnut
untreated
- Swiss Pine

**DRAWERS & DOORS**

with 45° integrated drawer pull

The impressive strength and solidity of the materials makes a feature of the contemporary looking mortise and tenon joints.

You can open the drawers completely for easy access - and close them gently thanks to their soft-close function.

CLOSE-IT BED BENCH | COFFEE TABLE
approx. H 40 x W 160 x D 40 cm,
optional cushion approx. 67 cm x 40 cm, 3 cm natural latex seat cushion with insert and upholstery fabric of your choice

CLOSE-IT SIDE TABLE
approx. H 36.5 x W 70 x D 40.5

CLOSE-IT NIGHT TABLE
approx. H 44.5 x W 40 x D 43 cm,
2 drawers that open partially, with soft-close function

CLOSE-IT CHEST OF DRAWERS
approx. H 82.5 x W 84 x D 43.5 cm,
4 drawers that open completely, with soft-close function

CLOSE-IT DRESSER 1
approx. H 119.5 x W 84 x D 42.5 cm,
2 doors and 4 shelves

CLOSE-IT DRESSER 2
approx. H 119.5 x W 84 x D 42.5 cm, 2 doors,
2 shelves and 2 drawers that open completely, with soft-close function

CLOSE-IT CHEST OF DRAWERS
approx. H 82.5 x W 84 x D 43.5 cm,
4 drawers that open completely, with soft-close function

CLOSE-IT NIGHT TABLE
approx. H 44.5 x W 40 x D 43 cm,
2 drawers that open partially, with soft-close function

EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE

THE NEW SOLID WOOD DRESSERS AND CHESTS WILL STORE ANYTHING YOU MAY NOT WANT OUT IN THE OPEN. EVEN BETTER, THEY DO IT WITH SUCH STYLE.
NIGHT TABLES

A NIGHT TABLE FOR EVERY BED

CLOSE-IT SIDE TABLE
approx. H 36.5 | W 70 | D 40.5 cm
Can be used as a side table or desk stand

STEXX adjustable shelf table
approx. W 33 | D 33 cm
fits on almost all solid wood and divan beds

CLOSE-IT BED BENCH | COFFEE TABLE
approx. H 40 | W 140 | D 40 cm. optional cushion approx. 67 x 40 cm, 3cm natural latex seat cushion inside insert and upholstery fabric of your choice

CLOSE-IT SIDE TABLE
approx. H 36.5 | W 70 | D 40.5 cm

BEECH OILED
HEARTWOOD BEECH OILED
DESIGN BEECH OILED
OAK OILED
WHITE FRAME OILED
WILD OAK OILED
CHERRY OILED
WALNUT OILED
SWISS PINE OILED

ADANA
approx. H 36.5 | W 54 | D 33.5 cm

BALENA
approx. H 43 | W 99 | D 48 cm
with 2 shelves of frosted glass and one drawer

BELUGA
approx. H 44.5 | W 39.5 | D 39.5 cm

ETO
approx. H 55 or 65 | W 40 | D 40 cm
with drawer

GABO
approx. H 51 | W 45 | D 33.5 cm
with drawer

GONDA
approx. H 43.5 | W 42.5 | D 34.5 cm
with 2 shelves of frosted glass and one drawer

KALMERA
approx. H 55 | W 43.5 | D 34 cm
with drawer

KARA
approx. H 40 or 50 | W 48 | D 33.5 cm

LIV
approx. H 50 | W 42 | D 37 cm

LOUNGE
approx. H 43 | W 80 | D 80 cm
the solid wood plank turns the stool into a table

MADRAL
approx. H 43 | W 51 | D 41 cm
with 2 shelves of frosted glass and one drawer

MOLA
approx. H 43.5 | W 38 | D 49 cm

MORELL
approx. H 43.5 | W 58 | D 33 cm
with drawer

CLOSE-IT
approx. H 44.5 | W 40 | D 42 cm
with 2 drawers

VIVA
approx. H 45 | W 45 | D 33 cm

CLOSE-IT SIDE TABLE
approx. H 36.5 | W 70 | D 40.5 cm
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WHAT DOES THIS ACTUALLY MEAN...
A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITERIA, LABELS AND CERTIFICATIONS WE USE AND ARE GUIDED BY WHEN WE MAKE OUR NATURAL MATTRESSES AND BEDS

PURITY SEAL
is our in-house dormiente seal of quality. It stands for more than 30 years of rigorously testing all our raw materials for pollutants and chemical residues.

CERTIFIED ORGANIC HUSBANDRY
ensures animal welfare guidelines are followed, appropriate natural feed is given and medication is not routinely administered to livestock.

QUL
is the association of producers and traders who aim to increase the use of natural latex in mattresses and to promote its benefits to a wider audience.

CERTIFIED ORGANIC AGRICULTURE
ensures that ecological criteria are adhered to in the farming of crops and other plant materials, e.g. no pesticides are allowed on cotton plants.

GOTS
stands for Global Organic Textile Standards and identifies textiles that have been made to organic standards.

GOLS
The Global Organic Latex Standard is the first and currently most comprehensive international standard covering the sustainable production of natural latex. All aspects of production are governed by strict criteria relating to environmental and social standards.

VEGAN
Of course we offer versions of our mattresses that only consist of plant materials without addition or application of materials from animal sources, such as wool or leather.

TIMBERS USED
in our products are all from certified sustainable forestry, for most part and whenever possible from sources close to our production facility.

ECO INSTITUT
is a privately owned lab that specialises in analysing various ranges of products and detecting chemicals that may be harmful to health. They are particularly experienced and active in the field of raw material used in the production of natural mattresses.

GREEN SELECTION 2016 | 2019
included our Bed with System STELLA and our patented Sleep System SYSTEM7®. We are delighted that our ergonomic designed and 100% natural basing system has attracted this attention and approval.

IGR
is the association of back posture trainers which evaluates products in terms of their effects on health, particularly their effects on the human back and spine.

ÖKOTEST
is a German magazine that exists to test and analyse products of daily use for their effects on human health and the environment. Results of these tests are then published.

ÖKOSTIFT
is our in-house dormiente seal of quality. It stands for more than 30 years of rigorously testing all our raw materials for pollutants and chemical residues.

WHAT DOES THIS ACTUALLY MEAN...
A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITERIA, LABELS AND CERTIFICATIONS WE USE AND ARE GUIDED BY WHEN WE MAKE OUR NATURAL MATTRESSES AND BEDS

* We are working towards having all of our natural latex products GOLS certified. Unfortunately the amount of natural latex grown to GOLS standard is at present too small to satisfy market demand.
SLEPP HEALTHILY
AND BREATHE FREELY

IMPROVEMENT
OF THE ENVIRONMENT
DURING SLEEP

WAKING-UP
RECUPERATED

SUPERB
QUALITY OF RAW MATERIALS

EXCELLENT
CARBON FOOT-PRINT

THE MOST STURDY
NATURAL FIBRE
IN THE WORLD

NEUTRALISES
ODOUR

IMMENSE
CAPACITY TO ABSORB MOISTURE

DEPictions and descriptions of products may be subject to errors and variances in colour.
The actual colour and appearance of our products may not be identical to the colours shown in the catalogue. Our products are individually manufactured and may vary slightly in size. Of course even our printing materials are produced in a sustainable and environmentally conscious manner.
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN OUR PRODUCTS? PLEASE VISIT YOUR LOCAL DORMIENTE RETAILER WHO WILL BE HAPPY TO ADVISE YOU.